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Giddyup America.  You may not know it, but for more than 120 years, EagleBurgmann’s innovative 
solutions have made major contributions to the advancement of sealing technology. We give top priority 
to quality, durability and reliability on each and every one of our products.  At EagleBurgmann, our 5,000 
employees worldwide work hard to ensure you can always rely on EagleBurgmann for your seal and 
service needs. For more information, visit www.EagleBurgmannSeals.com or 1-800-303-7735.
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 is a member of the following organizations:

Today’s news is fi lled with the closings of 
newspapers and magazines as the cur-
rent economy continues to struggle. I 

recently received a press release that one pub-
lishing company is closing 23 controlled cir-
culation publications. A record 279 magazines 
closed in the fi rst half of 2009, according to a 
report by Mediafi nder.com. The report revealed 
that 22 magazines have already folded in the 
fi rst quarter of 2010.

Pumps & Systems is proud to report that 
business is strong. As we continue to provide 
high-quality, valuable and practical editorial, 
our readers continue to be loyal. In producing 
this useful information, our advertisers also fi nd 
value. All these components keep us healthy and 
confi dent about opportunities for growth. We 
constantly reach out to our readers and adver-
tisers for input on market trends and informa-
tion about advancements in technology, and we 
thank them for their support. 

We feel so strongly about the future of the 
pump industry, we have expanded our cover-
age of the oil & gas sector with a new publi-
cation, Upstream Pumping Solutions, which 
offers drilling contractors and well-completion 
professionals practical, hands-on information. 
We had a successful launch of the new publi-
cation this month, and will showcase it at the 
Offshore Technology Conference (OTC) in 
Houston May 3-6. The premier issue—which 
features frac pump technology, mud pumps and 

artifi cial lift—can also be found at the Global 
Petroleum Show in Calgary June 8-10. To sub-
scribe to Upstream Pumping Solutions, please 
visit www.upstreampumping.com.

Currently, we are working on our 2011 
editorial calendars for both publications. We 
continue to search for the most recent advance-
ments in technology and strive to stay informed 
of industry trends. Our readers will always have 
an impact on our editorial focus.

Please contact me directly and tell me what 
regular columns and technical articles interest 
you. Voice your opinions about our coverage at 
our social networking site, www.pumpconnect.
com as well as on our online forum, PumpChat, 
at www.pump-zone.com.

In the meantime, there are many oppor-
tunities to chat with us in person as we enter a 
heavy tradeshow season. Please visit us at OTC 
and stop by our booths at AWWA’s ACE 2010 
in Chicago June 20-23 and in Orlando for 
EASA June 27-29.

Best Regards,

Michelle Segrest
Editor
msegrest@pump-zone.com
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BEARING AND COUPLING TECHNOLOGIES

 Bearing Failure and Analysis
Steven Katz, Emerson Bearing

The accurate diagnosis of a bearing failure is imperative to 
prevent repeat failure and additional expense.

 Advanced Bearing Materials for Process 
Lubricated Systems

Jeff Anderson, Waukesha Bearings Corporation and Kevin Terrasi, 
Pump Engineering, Inc.
In high-pressure reverse osmosis service, a high effi ciency multistage pump 
solution and an advanced variable speed single-stage pump solution designed 
for continuous service needed a highly effi cient and robust bearing solution 
that would deliver the lowest total life cycle cost.

 Explosion Proof Couplings
Andrew Lechner, R+W Coupling Technology

How the European ATEX directive applies to couplings.

 Coupling Considerations for Pump Applications
Bill Holtz, Rexnord Industries

Consider the following coupling attributes when choosing the best coupling 
for a specifi c application.

 Pump Noise and Vibration Attenuation
Larry Thau, Victaulic

Traditional attenuation methods may be unnecessary for HVAC systems, 
industrial utility piping and fi re protection systems when using grooved 
mechanical piping systems.

 Disc Couplings 101
John Malik, TB Wood’s (an Altra Industrial Motion company)

How to ensure a disc coupling is the best fi t for a given application.
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P&S News

PEOPLE
ITT CORP (SENECA FALLS, NY) appoints Margaret Gan 
as director, communications for the ITT Industrial Process 
value center. Gan will succeed John Beca, who retired April 1 
after 33 years with the company.

ITT Residential & Commercial Water employee Rony 
Mejia, a Material 
Mover at the ITT 
factory in Morton 
Grove, Ill., has 
received the 
Harold S. Geneen 
Award for his 
efforts in making 
extraordinary 
improvements in 
peoples’ lives. The 
Geneen Award 
is the highest 
corporate recogni-
tion provided to employees at ITT. Mejia was recognized 
for creating and implementing a variety of innovative social 
outreach programs and making a positive difference for 
people and entire communities in Guatemala.

ITT Corp also announces that through its partner-
ship with Mercy Corps, the company is donating fi ve por-
table water treatment systems to Haiti, providing enough 
potable water each day for up to 200,000 victims of the 
January 12 earthquake. The units were donated by ITT and 
deployed through Mercy Corps’ large-scale humanitarian aid 
response.

ITT is an engineering and manufacturing company in 
water and fl uids management, global defense and security, 
and motion and fl ow control. www.itt.com

ABS (MERIDEN, CT) appoints Jim Torony 
as vice president of product management 
and marketing for its North American 
operations. 

ABS offers pumps, mixers, aerators, 
compressors, control and monitoring 
equipment and services for wastewater 
technology. www.absgroup.com 

ARTIFICIAL LIFT COMPANY LTD (HOUSTON, TX) appoints 
Peter Moulsdale director and vice presi-
dent, operations. Moulsdale will play a 
major role in ALC’s international expan-
sion plans. He will assist ALC in capital-
izing in the many opportunities in key 
growth areas such as Alaska and the Ameri-
cas, North Africa and the Middle East.

Artifi cial Lift Company is an artifi cial 
lift service company. www.alcesp.com

QUADNA, INC. (PHOENIX, AZ) names Melissa Neil as 
accounts receivable/col-
lections specialist. Prior 
to joining Quadna, Neil 
served Bell Canada as 
customer service/accounts 
receivables representative 
for 17 years. Quadna also 
names Keith Saxton as 
assistant controller. Saxton has nearly 15 years of accounting 
experience serving an array of industries.

Quadna engineers, fabricates and services mechanical 
systems that move fl uids and gases for industrial applications. 
www.quadna.com 

FRISTAM PUMPS, USA (MIDDLETON, WI) announces 
Marcos Magoni has joined the com-
pany as regional sales manager for South 
America. In his new position, Magoni will 
be responsible for Fristam’s distribution 
network in South America.

Fristam manufactures sanitary cen-
trifugal and positive displacement pumps, 
blenders and mixers used by the beverage, 
dairy, food and pharmaceutical/biotech industries. 
www.fristam.com/usa

EAGLEBURGMANN USA (HOUSTON, TX) 
announces that Dow Segrest has accepted 
the position of global key account manager. 
Segrest will coordinate business develop-
ment efforts for key corporate global and 
national accounts headquartered in the 
Americas and develop relationships at the 
corporate level with key customers.

EagleBurgmann also names Emery 
Johnson as dry gas seal sales manager for 
North America. Johnson will lead the 
day-to-day sales and manufacturing of 
EagleBurgmann’s expanding dry gas seal 
business. 

EagleBurgmann also announces that 
Van Funchess has joined the company as 
the OEM/EPC project sales. Funchess 
comes to EagleBurgmann after serving as 
a regional manager for a major pulp and 
paper manufacturer.

EagleBurgmann manufactures 
mechanical seals, systems, packing and 
expansion joints. www.eagleburgmann.com

EMERSON BEARING (BOSTON, MA) names Richard Fur-
tado as senior sales expert. Furtado oversees a number of 
large accounts across a variety of industries from pump, 
compressor and oil fi eld clients in the Southwest, South 

Melissa Neil Keith Saxton

Jim Torony

Peter Moulsdale

Marcos Magoni

Dow Segrest

Emery Johnson

Van Funchess

Rony Mejia (c.) receiving the award from 
Gretchen McClain (l.), President of ITT Fluid 
and Motion & Control, and Steve Loranger 
(r.), Chairman, President and CEO of ITT.
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America and Russia to wastewater treatment, wire forming, 
metal processing, amusement park and golf cart clients. He 
will assist clients in determining which bearing technologies 
would be most suitable.

Emerson Bearing specializes in bearings for OEM and 
MRO markets. www.emersonbearing.com

HYDRAULIC INSTITUTE (PARSIP-
PANY, NY) announces its 2010 Board of 
Directors and Offi cers. Dennis Ziegler, 
president and CEO of GIW Industries, 
Inc., is the newly elected chairman of 
the board. Ken Napolitano, president, 
ITT Residential & Commercial Water, 
will assume the HI presidency. The new 
Board also includes three Vice Presi-
dents: Dave McKinstry, vice president, 
IMO Pump, was re-elected to serve as 
vice president of technical affairs; Dean 
Douglas, president, Dover Pump Solu-
tions Group will serve as vice president, 
member services; Jim Swetye, regional 
training manager, Grundfos Pumps 
USA, is the new vice president, knowl-
edge & education.

Additional board members 
include: Sven Olsen, president, Leistritz 
Corporation; Mike Medaska, vice presi-
dent, ARO Fluid Products; Rich Heppe, 
president, industrial motors & systems, 
Emerson/U.S. Motors; Mike Sutter, 
VP and GM, Flowserve Flow Solutions 
Group; Chad Tuttle, COO Americas, 
CLYDEUNION; Dave Brockway, pres-
ident, Intelliquip, LLC; Dave Roland, 
president, Pentair Engineered Flow 
Technologies; and Tom Conroy, VP 
and GM, Chempump – A Division of 
Teikoku USA Inc.

Past Presidents of the Hydraulic 
Institute, Al Huber, president, Patterson 
Pump Company and John Miersma, 
vice president, CFO and COO of Iwaki 
America, Inc. will continue active par-
ticipation in the organization as ex-offi -
cio members of the board.

HI also named Thomas L. Angle, 
vice president, product engineering 
of Weir Specialty Pumps as its 2009 
Member of the Year. Angle received 
the award at Hydraulic Institute’s 93rd 
Annual Meeting gala, which recently 
took place in Marco Island, Florida.

The HI Board of Directors selected 

Angle for distinguishing himself on the extent and level of 
his involvement in HI, and in particular for advancing the 
technical work of the Hydraulic Institute in a wide variety of 
venues. 

HI is the largest association of pump manufacturers and 
suppliers to the pump industry in North America. www.
pumps.org 

714-893-8529
www.bluwhite.com

sales@blue-white.com
fax: 714.894.9492

5300 Business Drive
Huntington Beach, CA 92649 USA

Benefi ts Include:
  Single and Dual 

Pump Systems.
  Tough, lightweight, 

powder-coated, welded 
aluminum Structure 
Construction.

  Stainless Steel 
mounting pads.

  Drip Containment Tray 
for easy removal and 
cleaning.

  Flow Indicator.
  Compact design for 

small footprint.
  Can be shipped via UPS.

INNOVATION | FUNCTIONALITY | DEPENDABILITY

Peristaltic Metering Pumps

FLEX-PRO® Benefi ts Include:
  Feed Rates to 171 GPH pressures to 

125 PSI.
  2500:1 turndown ratio.
  Tube Failure Detection (Patented).
  Brushless DC motor.NEW!

NEW!
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P&S News

VARNA PRODUCTS (CAMERON PARK, CA) promotes Mark 
Ashurst to operations & facility manager. His focus will be 
organizing, directing and coordinating all production activities 
as well as streamlining processes and new product develop-
ment. Wilson “Boyd” Mello 
has been named to the elec-
trical engineering/production 
team, assisting the electrical 
engineering team on turnkey 
control packages and assist-
ing the operations & facility 
manager. Tiffany McAchran 
has been promoted to sales 
manager. She is responsible for the United 
States territory, directing international distri-
bution/distributors, OEM relationships and 
continuing to grow sales/markets.

VARNA manufactures industrial oil and 
fuel pumps. www.varnaproducts.com 

AROUND THE INDUSTRY
ABRESIST CORPORATION (URBANA, IN) announces that its 
Quality Management System has been certifi ed as compliant 
with ISO 9001:2008.

Abresist manufactures wear resistant linings for a variety of 
processing equipment. www.abresist.com

FLOWSERVE CORP (DALLAS, TX) announces a pump and 
solutions order worth more than $31 million from LUKOIL 
Neftochim Burgas AD for Flowserve proprietary ebullating 
pumping systems and heavy-duty high-energy barrel pumps.

LUKOIL Neftochim Burgas AD, a subsidiary of Russian 
oil giant LUKOIL, is the largest oil refi nery in the Balkans. The 
pumps will be used in the refi nery’s new H-Oil & VGO com-
plex in Burgas, Bulgaria, which converts heavy residues to high-
valued products. The H-Oil & VGO complex has expected 
capacity of 47,000 barrels per day.

Flowserve provides fl ow control products and services for 
the global infrastructure markets. www.fl owserve.com

BASETEK, LLC (NEWBURY, OH) delivers its 10,000th non-
metallic polymer concrete baseplate. BaseTek purchased a seg-
ment of its original casting supplier’s operation and relocated it 
last year to a new, 12,000 sq ft state-of-the-art manufacturing 
facility in Newbury, Ohio (outside Cleveland). In its fully inte-
grated operation, its staff of industry experts has more than 25 
years of casting experience.

BaseTek specializes in non-metallic polymer bases for the 
pump and rotating equipment industry. www.basetek.com 

Wilson “Boyd” 
Mello

Tiffany 
McAchran

Mark Ashurst

From industrial minerals to heavy metals, GIW delivers non-stop solutions for boosting productivity and profits. At 
the heart of the system, the mill pump can reduce operating costs when pump operating cycle times match scheduled 
mill outages.  To perform in these extreme duty conditions, GIW introduces a new MDX pump line.  

Using the latest materials technology and hydraulic design, GIW MDX pumps are built to extend pump operating 
cycles under varying conditions typical of mill circuit applications.  Fewer unscheduled outages and more up time 
translates into increased production and profitability.  Contact your local GIW Representative to learn how GIW 
MDX pumps can increase your mill productivity.

GIW Industries, Inc. • 5000 Wrightsboro Rd., Grovetown, GA  30813 • www.giwindustries.com •

“ROCK SOLID” MILL DUTY SOLUTIONS

A KSB Company •
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• Superior Reliability

• Unmatched Quality

• Local Sales and Support

• Quickest Delivery Available

When it comes to industrial electric motors, power 
transmission products and drives, no other manufacturer 
offers more than Baldor...that is why Baldor is The Industrial 
Choice!  Whether your application requires a fractional 
or 15,000 Hp motor, a variable frequency drive, mounted 
bearings or gearing, a pulley or sheave or even a standby 
generator, Baldor is the choice most preferred by industry.

When your next project demands the most reliable and 
energy efficient products available, look to Baldor as your 
one source for more industrial solutions.

baldor.com 

©2009 Baldor Electric Company

The Industrial Choice

® ® ®
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P&S News

UPCOMING EVENTS
WINDPOWER CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION
May 23-26
Dallas Convention Center / Dallas, TX
Presented by the American Wind Energy Assoc. 
202-383-2512 / www.windpowerexpo.org 

AMERICAN WATER WORKS CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION 
June 20-24
McCormick Place, West Building / 
Chicago, IL 
Presented by the American Water Works Association 
303-794-7711 / www.awwa.org/ACE10 

EASA
June 27-29
Gaylord Palms / Orlando, FL
Presented by the Electrical Apparatus 
Service Association, Inc.
314-993-1269 / www.easa.com 

AMTA CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION
July 12-15
Town & Country Hotel / San Diego, CA
Presented by the American Membrane 
Technology Association
772-463-0820 / www.membranes-amta.org

2010 CADWORX UNIVERSITY
September 27-29
Woodlands Waterway Marriott Hotel / 
Houston, Texas
Presented by COADE
www.cadworxuniversity.com

WEFTEC
October 2-6
Ernest N. Morial Convention Center / New 
Orleans, LA
Presented by the Water Environment 
Federation 
877-933-4734 / www.weftec.org 

TURBOMACHINERY SYMPOSIUM
October 5-7
George R. Brown Convention Center / 
Houston, TX
Presented by the Texas A&M 
Turbomachinery Lab
979-845-7417 / turbolab.tamu.edu

SMRP CONFERENCE
October 18-21
Midwest Airlines Center / Milwaukee, WI
Presented by the Society for Maintenance 
and Reliability Professionals
703-245-8011 / www.smrp.org 

FSA FALL MEETING
October 19-21
Austin, TX
Presented by the Fluid Sealing Association 
610-971-4850 / www.fl uidsealing.com 

To have an event considered for Upcoming 
Events, please send information to Alexandra 
Ferretti at Pumps & Systems, P.O. Box 
530067, Birmingham, AL 35253, 205-314-
8269, aferretti@pump-zone.com. P&S

A 3,000 gallon spill 

was prevented after 

SPILLSTOP units were 

installed by a major 

paint manufacturer 

on all AODD pumps in 

their transfer facility.

SPILLSTOP prevented 

multiple spills when 

pump diaphragms 

ruptured at a US 

chemical plant, 

saving $20,000 to 

$100,000 per spill in hazardous waste cleanup costs.                      

The patented SPILLSTOP system safely captures leaked 

product and automatically shuts down failed pumps to 

prevent product loss, avoid hazardous material cleanup and 

minimize system downtime.

800.603.7867 ■ 951.342.3100 ■ www.BLACOH.com ■ Sales@Blacoh.com

T
M

Visit blacoh.com today to view  
live product demonstrations.

PREVENT COSTLY & HAZARDOUS SPILLS 
WHEN PUMP DIAPHRAGMS FAIL

US Patent 5,501,577
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 Graphite oxidizes at high temps. So  

gaskets made with graphite deteriorate as 

well. Thermiculite®, the revolutionary sealing 

material from Flexitallic 

maintains its integrity  

up to 982º C. Preventing 

leakage and the loss of bolt 

load that can be so costly—and 

ultimately dangerous. Replace 

your graphite gaskets because 

when the heat’s on, graphite is out of 

its depth. Visit: www.flexitallic.com, 

or call us at USA: 1.281.604.2400;  

UK: +44(0) 1274 851273.

YOUR GLOBAL GASKET PROVIDER

           AT 450°C
FISH AREN’T THE 

ONLY THINGS  
THAT FRY.
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Pump Ed 101

The rise of bebop in the 40s and 50s had a major effect 
on the style and sound of both jazz and rock and roll. 
As a drummer with a jazz quartet during my college 

years, the bebop artists of the 50s and 60s were my idols. 
Unfortunately, jazz did not compete well with other musical 
venues of the period so our only pay was free drinks at the 
local bars where we played a couple of nights each week. 
We paid for our college expenses by playing “businessman’s 
bounce” for the country club folks on the weekends. 

So, what does bebop have to do with pumping systems? 
During my training seminars I have found that most of my 
students are familiar with the best effi ciency point (BEP) on a 
pump’s head/capacity curve. They understand it is the point 
at which the highest hydraulic effi ciency occurs. But, they 
also think that effi ciency is the only reason that BEP should 
be the preferred operating point. After all, the higher the 
hydraulic effi ciency, the lower the cost per gallon pumped. 

What most do not recognize is that there is another 
equally, or even more important, reason that pumps should 
be operated as close to BEP as possible. BEP is also the point 
at which a pump is least prone to failure and its life expec-
tancy is greatest. In other words, it is also a pump’s best oper-
ating point (BOP). 

I redefi ned the term BEBOP (best effi ciency/best oper-
ating point) to illustrate the importance of both, and I use it 
in all of my pump seminars. I do not expect to go down in 
the annals of pump history for this not-so-notable achieve-
ment nor do I expect to be nominated for the Nobel Peace 
Prize, but I do hope it will cause people to consider BEP 
from a wider perspective.

Many of my previous Pumps & Systems columns have 
focused on the BOP part of BEBOP operation. Several have 
addressed the damage that can be caused by unbalanced 
radial forces that arise during off BOP operation. Others 
have focused on the types of recirculation cavitation damage 
that can occur under similar operating conditions. I have 
also addressed hydraulic effi ciency and the fi nancial impact 
of off BEP operation. Numerous other articles by other 
authors have also discussed the multitude of problems that 

can occur during off BEP operation. In my opinion, BOP 
trumps BEP in importance over the long term, but if you 
pay attention to BOP, BEP operation is also satisfi ed.

Figure 1 is a screenshot of one of the PowerPoint 
screens I use in my seminars. Whenever we discuss pump 
performance curves, BEP is replaced with BEBOP and 
Gene Vincent’s 1956 rock and roll hit, “Be-Bop-A-Lula,” is 
playing in the background. Maybe this is a bit over the top, 
but I have found that it defi nitely gets my point across.

P&S

Joe Evans, Ph.D.

BEBOP

Pump Ed 101

Figure 1

Joe Evans is responsible for customer and employee educa-
tion at PumpTech Inc, a pumps and packaged systems 
manufacturer and distributor with branches throughout the 
Pacifi c Northwest. He can be reached via his website www.
PumpEd101.com. If there are topics that you would like to 
see discussed in future columns, drop him an email.

BEBOP applies to more than just music—fi nd out its relation 
to best effi ciency point and best operating point.
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Cavitation in pumps is a well known but unwelcome 
phenomenon. When imploding bubbles of pumped 
product undergo rapid phase transformation from 

liquid to vapor state, and then back to liquid, the damage to 
internal components can be signifi cant and severe. Hydraulic 
instabilities associated with cavita-
tion (1) can create pressure pul-
sations and vibrations that can 
damage seals, bearings, couplings 
and internal rubs.

In most cases, cavitation—
especially when fully developed—
is accompanied by clearly audible 
noise and high vibrations. This 
article, however, describes a rather 
unusual cavitation situation without 
the typical audible noise or signifi -
cant vibration levels, yet the pump 
was in a fully developed state of cav-
itation with a complete loss of dif-
ferential pump head. Furthermore, 
this happened to one of the two 
pumps operating in series. Neither 
pump experienced this problem 
when operating by itself. The root 
cause was found only after analyz-
ing the full spectral vibration signa-
tures of both pumping units.

System Description
The system consisted of two multistage horizontally split cen-
trifugal pumps at a pumping main booster station (denoted 
as stub line: “SL”), assisted by a single stage centrifugal aux-
iliary suction booster pump (stub line booster: “SLB”). See 

Figure 1. 
Depending on the fl ow 

requirement, one or both of the 
SL pumps operated. The piping 
arrangement was such (Figure 2) 
that either SL #1 or SL #2 can 
operate. The auxiliary suction 
booster pump operated continu-
ously and generated suction pres-
sure of approximately 75 psig for 
the fi rst SL pump. 

Figure 3 illustrates the 
hydraulic effects of operating a 
single pump versus two pumps 
in series, as well as illustrates the 
problem. Each pump normally 
operated at the intersection (2) 
of its head-capacity curve [Head 
(1)], producing about 800 gpm at 
1,480 ft of head. This condition 
was verifi ed. 

Two pumps, running 
together, would be expected to 

Dr. Lev Nelik, P.E., APICS
John Dunlap, Colonial Pipeline

Rasmus Dorrington, Colonial Pipeline

Cavitation Issues During 
Multiple Pump Operation

Pumping Prescriptions

Figure 2. Set-up diagram

Figure 1. Stub line auxiliary suction booster pump (left) in series with the main stub line booster pumps
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operate at the intersection of the combined two-pump curve [Head (1+2)] 
and the same system curve, at 1,150 gpm and 2,800 ft. However, this was 
not happening. Instead, pump #2 continued to generate pressure, while 
developed head for pump #1 dropped to almost zero. 

A faulty unit check valve was initially suspected, but inspection 
revealed no check valve problems. 

Both units were part of a predictive maintenance program in which 
overall and full spectral vibration readings were taken at regular inter-
vals. The historical operational and vibration data for these two units was 
also maintained (3). A review of the vibration trends (Figure 4) did not 

Figure 4. Vibration trends, overall RMS values
Figure 3. Hydraulic characteristics of a single pump 
and two pumps in series
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Pumping Prescriptions

reveal a trend that would suggest a gradual deterioration of the 
mechanical condition of the pump. 

A more detailed review of the overall records of vibrations, 
fl ows and pressures, however, revealed that the two pumps were 
able to generate higher pressure in the past. The inability of 
the fi rst pump to produce pressure in serial mode was a recent 
phenomenon.

At this point, a detailed, full vibration spectral analysis 
was performed to aid in fi nding the root cause of the problem. 
Figure 5 shows a vibration signature for pump #1 operating by 
itself as well as in series with the second pump. 

The analysis showed that pump #1 operated at a slightly 
cavitating condition when running by itself, as indicated by the 
slightly higher vibration noise levels around the fi ve to nine 
times running speed frequencies. With the second pump oper-
ating, however, the cavitation noise became distinctly more 
noticeable in the full range of frequencies but especially around 
running speed and in the three to seven times running speed 
range. Even though this cavitation was neither clearly audible 
nor present in the overall vibration level, it was distinctly detect-
able in the full spectral analysis.

Furthermore, the full spectral analysis showed that the 
fundamental one and two times harmonics did not indicate any 
unbalance or misalignment problems with the unit in either 
mode of operation, with the only issue of concern the clear 
evidence of fully developed cavitation in the higher frequency 
harmonics. 

This pointed to a possible presence of some sort of obstruc-
tion at the inlet area of the casing of the fi rst pump, most likely 
at the impeller eye area. Upon disassembly, it was confi rmed 
that a spiral gasket of the upstream valve (before pump #1) 
failed and wrapped itself around the shaft at the eye of the fi rst 
stage pump impeller. Figure 6 shows what it looked like when 
the pump was disassembled. 

The blockage created by the wrapped spiral gasket at 
the impeller eye caused pressure drop and an increase of fl uid 
velocity (reduced fl ow rate) to the impeller. This is illustrated 
in Figure 3, where a non-blocked impeller had a signifi cantly 
lower NPSHR, allowing each pump to easily achieve 800 gpm 
fl ow. The blocked impeller NPSHR was signifi cantly higher, 
yet still suffi ciently below the NPSHA=190 ft, thus allowing 
each pump to achieve the 800 gpm. Beyond that, however, 

Figure 5. Pump #1 operating by itself (left) and with the second pump in series (right).

Figure 6. Gasket debris trapped at the inlet of the fi rst stage impeller of pump #1
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the elevated NPSHR curve of the blocked impeller crossed the 
NPSHA near 1,050 gpm, so pump #1 was unable to run out 
any further and stalled due to cavitation. After which point, 
only pump #2 developed head at only slightly higher fl ow 
(below 1,150 gpm).

Both phenomena caused a local pressure reduction that 
resulted in cavitation, even though the suction pressure was 
above the NPSHR for the pump. Interestingly, due to the rela-
tive circumferential uniformity (wire type evenly distributed) of 
the blockage, no signifi cant unbalance (as, for example, would 
have been the case with a bolt entrapment) was created, and 
was not easily detected by the overall vibration levels. 

The pump’s internal components were then thoroughly 
cleaned and inspected prior to reassembly to ensure no further 
damage was incurred. Subsequent tests and vibration readings 
did not reveal any mechanical issues with the pump, and normal 
operating fl ows and pressures were once again achievable. 

Summary
This case study reaffi rmed the validity and importance of the 
proper use of vibration analysis methods. With proper vibra-
tion analysis and trending, application of hydraulic principles 
and a good understanding of the relationship between NPSHR, 
NPSHA (4), fl ow and pressure, a good insight into pump oper-
ation can be achieved, problems prevented and money saved. 

In this case, check valve inspection could most likely have been 
avoided with the more detailed analysis of past operating his-
tory, vibration trends and a full spectral vibration analysis. 

Reliability oriented methods and close interaction between 
the operating, reliability and analysis groups—not to mention 
a proper understanding of engineering basics and use of proper 
diagnostic tools—have signifi cantly benefi tted the company.

P&S
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Bearing and Coupling Technologies

Rolling bearings are precision machine elements found 
in a wide variety of applications. They are typically 
reliable even under the toughest conditions. Under 

normal operating conditions, bearings have a substantial 
service life, which is expressed as either a period of time or 
as the total number of rotations before the rolling elements 
or inner and outer ring fatigue or fail. Less than 1 percent 
(0.35 percent specifi cally—see Figure 1) of rolling bear-
ings do not reach their expected life. (Source: FAG Bearing 
Antriebtechnik 18 from 1979.)

Premature Bearing Failure
When a bearing does fail prematurely, it is usually due to 
causes that could have been avoided. For this reason, the pos-
sibility of reaching conclusions about the cause of a defect by 
means of studying its appearance is useful. It is most impor-
tant to correct the causes and prevent future failures and the 
costs that follow.

Most bearing failures such as fl aking and pitting, spal-
ling, unusual wear patterns, rust and corrosion, creeping, 
skewing and others are usually attributed to a relatively small 
group of causes that are often interrelated and correctable. 
These causes include lubrication, mounting, operational 
stress and bearing selection and envi-
ronmental infl uence.

Proper/Improper 
Lubrication and “Grease 
Service Life”
The purpose of lubricating the bear-
ing is to cover the rolling and sliding 
contact surfaces with a thin oil fi lm to 
avoid direct metal to metal contact. 
When done effectively it:
1. Reduces friction and abrasion
2. Transports heat generated by 

friction

3. Prolongs service life
4. Prevents rust and corrosion
5. Excludes foreign objects and contamination from rolling 

elements

Grease is generally used for lubricating bearings because 
it is easy to handle and simplifi es the sealing system, while 
oil lubrication is generally suitable for high speed or high 
temperature operations.

Generally lubrication failures occur due to:
1. The wrong lubricant type 
2. Too little grease/oil
3. Too much grease/oil
4. Mixing of grease/oil
5. Contamination of the grease/oil by objects or water

In addition to considering normal bearing service life, 
normal grease service life is important to consider since 
together they maximize bearing life. Grease service life is the 
time during which proper bearing function is sustained by a 
particular quantity and category of grease. This is especially 
critical in pump, compressor, motor and super precision 
applications.

Bearing Failure and 
Analysis
Steven Katz, Emerson Bearing

The accurate diagnosis of a bearing failure is imperative 
to prevent repeat failure and additional expense.

Figure 1. Causes of failure in rolling bearings
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Mounting and Installation of Bearings
It is critical in the mounting and installation process to pay 
strict attention to:
1. Use of proper tools and ovens/induction heaters. Use a 

sleeve to impact the entire inner ring face of the ring that is 
being press fi t.

2. Verify the shaft and housing tolerances. If the fi t is too 
tight, too much preload is cre-
ated. If the fi t is too loose, too little 
resulting preload may allow the 
shaft to rotate or creep in the bear-
ing. Check for proper diameters, 
roundness and chamfer radius.

3. Avoid misalignment or shaft defl ec-
tion. This is especially critical in 
mounting bearings that have sepa-
rable components such as cylindrical 
roller bearings where successful load 
bearing and optimal life are estab-
lished or diminished at installation.

4. Be aware of radial internal clear-
ance (see Figure 2). It is critical to 
maintain the proper RIC established 
in the original design. The standard 
scale in order of ascending clear-
ance is C2, C0, C3, C4, C5. The 
proper clearance for the application 
is critical in that it allows for the 
challenges of: 

Lubrication.•  A proper fi lm of 
lubricant must be established 
between the rolling elements. 
Reducing internal clearance and 
impeding lubricant fl ow can lead 
to premature failure. 
Shaft fi t.•  A reduction in the radial 
internal clearance is inevitable 
when the bearing is press fi t.
Heat.•  In normal bearing opera-
tion, heat is produced that creates 
thermal expansion of the inner 
and outer rings. This can reduce 
the internal clearance, which will 
reduce the optimal bearing life.

Operational Stress and 
Bearing Selection
It is generally the exception to fi nd 
a bearing that has been improperly 
designed into an application. However, 
factors within the larger application may 
change. 

If loads become too high, overload-
ing and early fatigue may follow. If they 

are too low, skidding and improper loading of the rolling ele-
ments occur. Early failure will follow in each situation. Similar 
issues arise with improper internal clearance.

The fi rst sign of these issues will be unusual noises and/or 
increased temperatures.

Increased temperature.•  Bearing temperature generally rises 
with start-up and stabilizes at a temperature slightly lower 
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than at start-up (normally 10 to 40 deg C higher than room 
temperature). A desirable bearing temperature is below 100 
deg C.
Noises.•  Abnormal bearing sounds typically indicate certain 
issues in the bearing application. While this is a subjec-
tive test, it is helpful to know that a screech or howl sound 
generally indicates too large an internal clearance or poor 

lubrication on a cylindrical roller bearing while a crunch-
ing felt when the shaft is rotated by hand usually indicates 
contamination of the raceways. See www.pump-zone.com 
for a table of abnormal bearing sounds. 

Operational stresses in the applications can impact bearing 
life as well. It is critical to isolate vibrations in associated equip-

ment as they can cause uneven running 
and unusual noises.

Environmental Infl uence
Even with the best design, lubrication 
and installation failures will occur if the 
operating environment is not consid-
ered. While many potential issues exist, 
the primary ones are:
1. Dust and dirt that can aggressively 

contaminate a bearing. Great care 
should be given to use proper seal-
ing techniques.

2. Aggressive media or water. Once 
again, sealing is primary. The use of 
specialty type seals is recommended 
such as pump mechanical or laby-
rinth style seals that do not score the 
shaft.

3. External heat. The ambient operat-
ing temperature mandates many 
choices in radial internal clearance, 
high temperature lubricants, inter-
mittent or continuous running and 
others that affect bearing life.

4. Current passage or electrolytic cor-
rosion. If current is allowed to fl ow 
through the rolling elements, sparks 
can create pitting or fl uting on the 
bearing surfaces. This should be 
corrected by creating a bypass circuit 
for the current or through the use of 

Figure 2. Radial internal clearance.
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insulation on or within the bearing. This should be an 
inherent design consideration in applications such as wind 
turbines and all power generating equipment.

In conclusion, the fi rst step in the overall prevention of 
bearing failure lies in the consideration of bearing technologies 
most suitable to the application with regard to specifi cations, 

recommendations, maintenance strategies, fatigue life and wear 
resistance of the bearing in relation to the application. That 
being said, premature bearing failure within a proper applica-
tion is typically attributed to one or more of the causes dis-
cussed (lubrication, mounting, operational stress and bearing 
selection or environmental infl uence) and can and should be 
corrected to avoid future bearing failures and additional cost.

P&S
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Bearing and Coupling Technologies

Pump manufacturers in a variety of industries are increas-
ingly asked to deliver more with less; they need to handle 
increased loads with improved system effi ciency but 

reduce envelope, environmental impact and total system cost. 
As an added challenge, many of these applications are running 
in low viscosity process fl uids. Such applications include chemi-
cal processing, mine-dewatering, seawater lift, subsea booster, 
water injection and desalination pumps.

Process lubricated applications require bearing solutions 
that can meet (or exceed) the load expectations of oil-lubricated 
systems while resisting corrosion and swelling, and operating 
under boundary lubrication conditions. The traditional solu-
tion to meet these requirements had been stainless steel pads 
running against a collar with a graphite insert or ferrobestos 
pads running against a hard interface; however, ferrobestos is 
no longer acceptable due to its asbestos content. 

As an alternative, Waukesha Bearings, an operating com-
pany of Dover Corporation, has developed and validated solid 
polymer bearing technology to address the many challenges 
inherent in process lubricated applications. Solid polymer com-
ponents offer the high load capability and low friction of graph-
ite/stainless steel systems, the wear resistance of ferrobestos and 
temperature limits double that of standard Babbitt-lined bear-
ings (250 deg C, 482 deg F). Critical to many applications, 
these components are also resistant to corrosion and capable 
of embedding particulate (such as salt or dirt) from within the 
closed system.

A solid polymer, tilting pad thrust bearing is capable of 
supporting loads up to 10 MPa at typical pump operating 
speeds. This bearing is engineered to accommodate lubrication 
by a variety of low viscosity fl uids, including water, toluene, 

mono-ethylene glycol and hexane. The technology was released 
in 2007 after several years of development and fi eld testing. 
Since that time, the bearings have been successfully integrated 
into numerous applications, including those running directly 
on pumped seawater like swash-plate pumps and high-pressure 
centrifugal pumps supplying water to reverse osmosis mem-
branes in desalination plants.

Original equipment manufacturers (OEM) and end users 
of these products have noted benefi ts from the ability to use 
process fl uids as a lubricant; one such benefi t has been the abil-
ity to reduce the size, and subsequently the total cost, of the 
equipment through the elimination of separate oil lubricating 
systems and associated seals.

Pump Engineering, Inc., an Energy Recovery Inc. com-
pany, designs and manufactures high effi ciency pumps and 
energy recovery hydraulic turbochargers for reverse osmosis 
systems.  The company recognized the benefi ts of using process 
lubricated bearings and has designed their proprietary pumps 
to include this technology.    

One pump model, a variable speed single-stage pump 
designed for seawater desalination, has a design point at a 
capacity of 5,700 gpm at a total developed head of 1,107 feet 
at 3,600 rpm. Solid polymer bearing technology allowed opera-
tion at high loads and very thin fi lms, reducing thrust bearing 
power losses that can dramatically impact the pump’s overall 
effi ciency. Throughout the development process, the pump 
achieved effi ciencies in the mid to high 80s. Effi ciency levels 
approaching 90 percent are anticipated as the product line is 
expanded. The high load carrying capability of the bearing 
solution eliminated the need for a thrust balancing system (tra-
ditionally an industry standard), reducing design complexity 

Advanced Bearing 
Materials for Process 
Lubricated Systems
Jeff Anderson, Waukesha Bearings Corporation and 
Kevin Terrasi, Pump Engineering, Inc.

In high-pressure reverse osmosis service, a high effi ciency multistage 
pump solution and an advanced variable speed single-stage pump 
solution designed for continuous service needed a highly effi cient and 
robust bearing solution that would deliver the lowest total life cycle cost.
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and areas of maintenance and potential failure.
Another pump model developed from the same manufac-

turer for RO service that benefi tted from this bearing design is a 
high-effi ciency, multistage reverse osmosis pump also designed 
for seawater desalination; it can deliver fl ows from 100 to 5,000 
gpm at pressures up to 1,200 psi, and can also be used in co-
generation, pressure boosting, irrigation and boiler feed water 
applications. This effi cient multistage reverse osmosis pump is 
designed for in-fi eld hydraulic retrofi t if operating conditions 
change. The bearings are designed with a margin of safety in 
operating loads and temperatures to allow fi eld retrofi t without 
the need for a bearing change.

These pump applications are ideally suited for solid 

polymer bearing technology. They combine the challenges of 
hydrodynamic bearing design with the application of advanced 
polymer materials to deliver optimized performance across a 
wide range of operating conditions. OEMs are realizing the 
performance benefi t of thrust bearings operating on thinner 
hydrodynamic fi lms, whether in water, process fl uids or oil. 
Thinner fi lms at optimized temperatures deliver substantially 
lower power losses within the bearing system, improving the 
overall effi ciency of the rotating machine.

The partnership between the bearing and pump manufac-
turer led to an exclusive agreement covering desalination appli-
cations and has been benefi cial for both companies throughout 
the development of RO pump product lines. Working together, 
these companies are looking for additional product applications 
to use the solid polymer bearing technology.

P&S
Jeff Anderson is the business development manager, North 
America for Waukesha Bearings Corporation, W231 
N2811 Roundy Circle East, Suite 200, Pewaukee, WI 
53072, 262-506-3000, Fax: 262-506-3001, www.
waukbearing.com.

Kevin Terrasi is the VP of engineering for Pump Engineering, 
an Energy Recovery Inc Company, 17608 Commerce Drive, 
New Boston, MI 48164, 734-639-5000, Fax: 734-639-
5001, www.pumpengineering.com.

Solid polymer thrust bear-
ings are engineered with 
temperature capabilities 
beyond 250 deg C and 
surface properties allowing 
for continuous high-load, 
thin-fi lm operation.

Go to www.pump-zone.com 
for more photos.
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Mechanically generated sparks, electrostatic discharge 
and high surface temperatures are all potential igni-
tion sources in explosive atmospheres. Flexible cou-

plings play a signifi cant role in creating and/or eliminating 
these explosion hazards. Consequently, the European ATEX 
directive applies to couplings, and for good reason.

Requirements for ATEX certifi ed equipment have grown 
increasingly important during the past several years, as a grow-
ing number of multinational organizations have adopted this 
standard, even when their operations are located outside of the 
European Union. Meanwhile, no domestic standard covers the 
explosion proofi ng of mechanical components like couplings. 

To make a coupling explosion proof, special sizing and 
material considerations must be taken to guarantee proper 
grounding of electrostatic charges and minimize the risk of 
other mechanical ignition sources. Requirements become 
slightly more sophisticated when considering integral safety 
clutches. 

Flexible Shaft Couplings 
Flexible shaft couplings do more than simply join two shafts 
together for the transmission of rotary power. They isolate the 
bearings of independently supported shafts from the severe 
lateral and axial loading associated with misalignment, which 
addresses one of the more critical potentials for friction and 
heat generation in a mechanical drive system.

Taking this a step further, mechanical safety clutch cou-
plings protect equipment from overload by disconnecting the 
driveline within milliseconds of an unwanted torque spike. In 
explosive atmospheres, reducing even a fraction of a second 
from the amount of time spent attempting to drive a jammed 
mechanism can sometimes make a difference between safe run-
ning and disaster. 

On the other hand, if not sized or installed correctly, fl ex-
ible couplings can become dangerous in explosive atmospheres. 
First, overly misaligned couplings of all types will ultimately 
fail. Since a failed coupling normally means metallic parts col-
liding into each other or, worse yet, metallic parts rubbing 
against each other at full motor speed, alignment, sizing and 
routine inspection are obvious concerns.

Jaw Type Couplings 
For proper ATEX qualifi cation, torque and misalignment rat-
ings are reduced by 30 percent. With jaw type couplings, spe-
cial conductive materials are also used for the injection molded 
urethane inserts, to guarantee a consistent path to ground for 
any electrostatic charge that may build up during operation. 
One advantage of using jaw type couplings is that they have a 
high torque density, meaning that the 30 percent safety factor 
used in the selection of a torque rating does not normally result 
in a coupling that is disproportionately large. 

Since careful alignment is also required, alternate mount-
ing options are available to simplify alignment in foot mounted 
systems, which are more diffi cult to align than C-face mounts. 
Full split collars allow the installer to carefully dial in motor and 
pump shaft locations for subsequent lateral installation of the 
coupling. This also helps to make servicing the coupling quick 
and convenient. 

Additional options include dual fl exture couplings, which 
can tolerate much greater amounts of misalignment, facilitating 
easier assembly through a wider tolerance. Inspection intervals, 
installation procedures and other detailed directions are then 
provided in the accompanying documentation, and serialized 
inscriptions are made on the couplings, detailing manufacturer 
accreditation and conformance to the standard. 

Safety Clutch Couplings
Safety clutch couplings require a few more considerations. In 
these types, an array of ball bearings are spring loaded into a 
detent plate internal to the coupling. In a jam or overload, the 
ball bearings overcome the spring pressure and ramp out of their 

Explosion Proof 
Couplings
Andrew Lechner, R+W Coupling Technology

How the European ATEX directive applies to couplings.

Since careful alignment is also required, alternate mounting options 
are available to simplify alignment in foot mounted systems, which 
are more diffi cult to align than C-face mounts.
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detents, releasing the 
driveline from fur-
ther application of 
rotary power. Specialized disc springs are used to enhance sensitivity to movement from the 
ball bearings at overload, and multiple internal preloads are incorporated into the design to 
eliminate backlash. Both features serve to shorten the response time as much as possible. 

While most common types of mechanical torque limiters are designed to ratchet 
during overload events, ATEX certi-
fi ed torque limiting couplings require a 
complete disengagement to avoid spark-
ing and heat generation after the cou-
pling has been released. In this case, the 
disc springs fl ip completely over center, 
relieving any pressure from the ball-
detent interface, and allowing for only 
a light residual friction in the bearing as 
the coupling freely rotates. This is the 
ideal type of mechanical torque limiter 
for explosive atmospheres since it repre-
sents the least potential for sparking and 
heat generation. 

To take safety a little further, ATEX 
95a also requires that the clutch mecha-
nism be sealed, so there is even less oppor-
tunity for the explosive vapor or dust to 
become ignited at the initial moment of 
disengagement. Re-engagement of the 
coupling is performed by applying axial 
pressure to the spring disc’s retaining 
ring, and snapping the spring back over 
center, causing the ball bearings to seat 
back into their detents. The result is not 
only a safer response to overload, but 
also one that actually saves downtime 
by protecting pumps and other driveline 
components from damage. 

Conclusion
Whether a hazardous duty equipment 
installation is required to be ATEX cer-
tifi ed or not, consider that a little more 
attention paid to couplings up front can 
save a lot of trouble down the road.

Go to www.pump-zone.com 
for more photos.

P&S

Andrew Lechner is product manager 
for R+W Coupling Technology, 1120 
Tower Lane, Bensenville, IL 60106, 
888-479-8728,
alechner@rw-america.com,
www.rw-america.com.

Dual fl ex couplings can tolerate much greater amounts of misalignment, 
facilitating easier assembly through a wider tolerance.

800.633.4770   –   www.sepcoUSA.com

HIGH PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS,
world class solutions.
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A fl exible coupling’s primary functions are connecting 
two shafts, transmitting power from a driver shaft to 
a driven shaft and accommodating the misalignment 

between them. With only these requirements, it would appear 
the coupling selection could be narrowed down to one or two 
types. Unfortunately, it is not that easy. All fl exible couplings 
accomplish the above three functions, but they do so with 
varying degrees and attributes. It is within these secondary 
coupling attributes that the best coupling selection is separated 
from the fair, poor or even disastrous ones. No single type of 
coupling will be perfect for all applications.

In industrial pump applications, both lubricated and 
non-lubricated couplings are used. Some common coupling 
options include disc, shear jaw and bonded tire non-lubricated 
designs, as well as grid and gear style lubricated couplings.

Coupling Attribute Comparison
In the selection process, coupling manufacturers help users 
make selections based on general requirements such as torque, 
speed shaft sizes and shaft gap. To select the best coupling 
for an application, the requirements of the application must 
be reconciled with the performance attributes of the specifi c 
coupling. Although there are many attributes to consider for 
the fi ve couplings mentioned, we will compare the following 
coupling attributes—misalignment, speed, torsional stiffness, 
weight, torque density, temperature and generated thrust 
forces—for a 100 hp, 1,750 rpm centrifugal pump with a 5 in 
shaft gap between the motor and the pump. 

Misalignment
For purposes of our discussion, the misalignment levels ref-
erenced here are operational limits, which are the maximum 
levels of misalignment the coupling can accommodate before 
experiencing shortened life (see Figures 1A, 1B and 1C). 

Coupling Considerations 
for Pump Applications
Bill Holtz, Rexnord Industries

Consider the following coupling attributes when 
choosing the best coupling for a specifi c application.

Figure 1A (top), Figure 1B (middle), Figure 1C (bottom)
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In addition, coupling manufacturers are typically able 
to provide installation limits, which are lower misalignment 
values than operational limits. Aligning equipment at or below 
the installation limits will help reduce equipment vibration 
and extend the life of other system components like bearings 
and seals. It is important to remember that using a high mis-
alignment coupling such as an elastomeric one to compensate 
for misalignment is no excuse for poor alignment practices. 
Although the coupling may be able to tolerate the misalign-
ment, other components of the pump system may not fare as 
well.

Axial misalignment, although often overlooked, can be 
important where thermal growth is an issue or where sleeve 
bearing motors, herringbone gearsets and other axially sen-
sitive equipment is involved. Gear and tire-type elastomeric 
couplings have relatively high axial misalignment capacity, but 
axial forces may result from this movement. Thrust forces will 
occur in tire-type elastomeric couplings as a result of axially 
stretching or compressing the elastomeric element. In the case 
of gear couplings, this effect may result from forces required to 
slide the coupling under load.  

Figure 2

Figure 3
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Speed
Where high coupling speed ratings are required, a disc or gear 
coupling is the best choice due to compact size and inherently 
balanced designs. In addition to the relatively high speed rat-
ings of the standard designs, only these two coupling types 
can be dynamically balanced for increased speed ratings (see 
Figure 2). 

An added advantage for disc couplings is low potential 
unbalance, which makes their balance more repeatable. In 
other words, the balance achieved on the balance machine with 
a disc coupling will have the best chance of being repeated in 
the fi eld.

Torsional Stiffness
Each type of coupling has unique stiff-
ness characteristics that can be used to 
meet application requirements  (see 
Figure 3). In applications such as an 
indexing conveyor or a paper machine 
drive, where the drive output and input 
need to be closely in phase, a torsion-
ally stiff coupling like a disc or gear 
coupling may be the better choice. Disc 
couplings, although not as stiff as gear 
couplings, offer the benefi t of no back-
lash. To reduce the severity of shock 
loads, elastomeric couplings can be used 
to provide softer starts than a gear or a 
disc coupling. Many of these designs 
can exhibit torsional windup of up to 6 
deg at rated torque.

Torsionally soft couplings may also 
be employed to avoid vibration from 
operating at system natural frequency, 
either by shifting the system natural 
frequency or by dissipating the vibra-
tional energy associated with system 
resonance. Grid couplings are a good 
compromise of soft and stiff, offering 
the strength of steel and the softness of 
an elastomer. This coupling design can 
reduce transmitted vibration by about 
30 percent compared to a gear or disc 
coupling.  

Weight
In our comparison, where a spacer cou-
pling is required, a bonded tire or disc 
design may be the best choice for the 
lightest weight options (see Figure 4). 
For higher horsepower or close-coupled 
applications, particularly for extremely 
high horsepower applications, gear cou-
plings will be the lightest weight option 
by far, resulting from their high torque 
density. 

Torque Density
Torque density (see Figure 5) is expressed 
most accurately as torque capacity per 
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unit volume. We will express torque density modifi ed as mean-
ing coupling torque rating/coupling weight.  For a fl exible 
coupling, nothing compares to a gear coupling for transmit-
ting the most torque in the lightest and smallest package.

Temperature
Disc couplings offer the highest temperature rating due to 
their entirely metallic construction. 
The other coupling types are limited 
by either their elastomeric components 
such as fl ex elements or seals or by the 
temperature limitations of their lubri-
cants (see Figure 6).

Thrust Forces
As a result of speed, torque or their 
combination, couplings may impart 
axial forces or defl ections into con-
nected equipment. See Figure 7 for a 
comparison of relative thrust forces for 
typical coupling types. 

When a coupling connects two axi-
ally restrained shafts, the coupling may 
impart forces into the bearings. These 
forces should be reviewed to ensure that 
the thrust capacity of the bearings is not 
exceeded. If the coupled shafts are not 
fully restrained, the coupling may move 
one or both shafts axially in an attempt 
to equalize forces. Applications involv-
ing axially sensitive equipment such as 
sleeve bearing motors or herringbone 
gear sets should be reviewed to ensure 
that the coupling travel will not cause 
equipment damage. Many couplings 
can be supplied with accessories such as 
gap discs, rung spacers or limited end 
fl oat rings to limit this axial travel. 

In their standard confi guration, 
only a disc or gear coupling will not 
impart axial forces into the equipment. 
Of the two, only a disc coupling will 
truly limit end fl oat, since it acts like 
a spring in both directions to hold the 
shafts axially in the position they were 
installed. This property makes them 
the ideal choice for sleeve bearing 
applications. 

Conclusion 
In addition to the application condi-
tions described above, consider other 
secondary selection factors including 

duty cycles, environmental conditions, degree of maintenance, 
overall cost and expected service life. Familiarity and avail-
ability of a given coupling design may also impact the fi nal 
decision. 

Manufacturer’s guidelines should be followed for periodic 
inspections, lubrication and other areas of attention that a cou-
pling may require. Disc couplings, for example, do not require 

Do you have flows up to
1,400 US GPM (320 m3/hr),
heads up to 3,400 feet 
(1,000 m), pressures up to
1,500 psig (100 bar),
temperatures from 20˚F to 300˚F (-30˚C to 149˚C), and speeds 
up to 3,500 RPM? Then you need Carver Pump RS Series muscle!

Designed for moderate to high pressure pumping applications, the RS is
available in five basic sizes with overall performance to 1,000HP. As a
standard, with a product lubricated radial sleeve bearing and two matched
angular contact ball bearings for thrust, it only takes a mechanical seal on
the low pressure, suction side to seal the pump. Optional features include
ball bearings on both ends with an outboard mechanical seal, various seal
flushing arrangements and bearing frame cooling. These features make 
the RS ideally suited for Industrial and Process applications including
Pressure Boost Systems, Boiler Feed, Reverse Osmosis, Desalination 
and Mine Dewatering. Whatever your application, 
let us build the muscle you need!

1967 Nova Pro Street
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Muscatine, IA 52761
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lubrication but should be inspected during scheduled 
shutdowns for any fretting, cracking or spreading/sepa-
rating discs, which can indicate excessive misalignment 
or torque.

A coupling manufacturer with a broad product line 
and staff of experienced application engineers will be 
able to provide advice that leads to an optimum cou-
pling choice.

P&S
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Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7
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Unanticipated noise and vibration can be problematic 
for both occupants and processes within structures. 
Noise and vibration in piping systems can originate at 

pumps and other mechanical equipment. If the system design 
does not accommodate vibration, a variety of issues ranging 
from annoyances to actual business interruptions can occur.

Traditional Vibration Reduction
Designers have traditionally specifi ed elastomeric fl exible arch 
connectors to minimize noise and vibration where pumps 
connect to piping systems. These fl ex connectors create a dis-
continuity in the metal piping, which reduces the amount of 
vibration transmitted down the line. Commonly constructed 
of nylon, Dacron® or polyester, these connectors are often 
spheroidal in shape to permit defl ection in all directions. The 
disadvantage is in the weakness of the elastomeric arch: the lack 
of metallic containment and compression rather than pressure-
responsive sealing.

The elastomeric fl ex connector’s shape allows pressure to 
exert in all directions, but this often requires control units such 
as restraining rods, plates and/or anchors. These items are used 
to prevent excessive stretching of the unsupported elastomer due 
to system pressure thrusts. However, when such thrusts occur 
repeatedly and the connector is overextended through time, use 
and pressure, rupture or leakage can result. The connectors can 
be fairly expensive, and installation can be time consuming due 
to the complexity of the reinforcing systems. The compression 
sealing of the fl anged construction often requires re-torquing to 
maintain a leak-tight joint. 

Couplings’ Sound and Vibration 
Reduction Qualities
Flexible couplings have proven as effective as fl ex connectors in 
handling defl ection and reducing noise and vibration in com-
monly experienced frequency ranges. Couplings included in 

grooved mechanical piping systems provide additional perfor-
mance benefi ts, making them a good option for pump connec-
tions, as well as joints throughout entire piping systems. These 
benefi ts include prevention of overstretching, and accommoda-
tion of defl ection, expansion and contraction.

The mechanical joint, or coupling, is comprised of four ele-
ments: grooved pipe, a gasket, coupling housings, and nuts and 
bolts. The pipe groove is made by cold forming or machining a 
groove in the pipe end. A gasket enclosed in coupling housings 
is wrapped around the two pipe ends, and the key section of the 
coupling housing engages the groove in the pipe. The bolts and 
nuts are tightened with a socket wrench or impact wrench to 
hold the housings together. In the installed state, the coupling 
housings encase the gasket and engage the groove around the 
circumference of the pipe to create a leak-tight seal in a self-
restrained pipe joint.

Like a fl ex connector, the coupling reduces vibration and 
noise transmission while handling defl ection. The elastomeric 

Pump Noise and 
Vibration Attenuation
Larry Thau, Victaulic

Traditional attenuation methods may be unnecessary for 
HVAC systems, industrial utility piping and fi re protection 
systems when using grooved mechanical piping systems.

The elements of a grooved pipe joint
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gasket creates a discontinuity similar to that of a fl ex connec-
tor, while the design of a fl exible coupling allows the joint to 
accommodate up to 5 deg of defl ection. 

The design of the coupling is different from a fl ex connec-
tor. The coupling’s housings hold the gasket in compression to 
create a seal against the pipe, while providing both space for the 
elastomeric material to fl ex, and containment to prevent over-
stretching. Full metallic containment is provided. Couplings 
maintain noise and vibration attenuation qualities, as well as 
the ability to accommodate defl ection, expansion and contrac-
tion, throughout the piping system’s life.

The gasket material attenuates vibration as well as noise 
transference, and the ductile iron housings provide vibration-
dampening qualities due to the materials’ inherent dampen-
ing coeffi cient. In fact, testing conducted by SSA Acoustics in 
Seattle showed that three couplings placed in series in a pipe 
section dampened overall vibration amplitude by 80 to 90 per-
cent, with each successive joint creating a further reduction in 
vibration. 

Additional Benefi ts of 
Grooved Piping Systems
This compounding effect provides good incentive to use cou-
plings throughout the length of a piping system, not just at 
pump or equipment connections. The sound- and vibration-
dampening qualities of couplings are just one of the reasons 
grooved mechanical piping systems are specifi ed on a variety of 
piping services. Some of the better-known reasons that grooved 
systems are specifi ed over welded and fl anged systems include 
ease and speed of installation and maintenance, safety and reli-
ability. Where fl exible couplings are used, stress induced into 
pump housings by alignment variables can be minimized. 

In terms of installation, grooved systems are up to 10 times 
faster to install than other pipe-joining methods. The process 
of joining grooved piping is as simple as aligning the pipe ends, 

assembling the coupling on the joint, and tightening the nuts 
and bolts with standard hand tools. Some manufacturers offer 
“installation-ready” couplings that are even faster to install than 
standard couplings because they do not need to be disassembled 
prior to installation. The coupling can simply be pushed onto 
the pipe ends and tightened. 

Welding is an inherently dangerous task. Not only does 
the process expose site personnel to health concerns, it also cre-
ates a fi re hazard. The welding process releases toxic fumes and 
particulate matter that unnecessarily put the welder and other 
workers in the vicinity at risk. The use of couplings removes 
this risk along with the potentially time-consuming fi ling of 
“hot work” permits and other site precautions. 

Once assembled, proper installation can be visually con-
fi rmed, without the use of X-rays or other NDE methods, by 
verifying that the coupling housings meet metal-to-metal on 
the bolt pads. 

The speed and ease of installation also carries over into 
system maintenance. Once installed, a coupling provides a union 
at every joint. Should the piping system need to be accessed for 
maintenance, two couplings can be disassembled, and the pipe 
section needing maintenance can be easily removed. While 
maintenance is performed on one part of the piping system, 
appropriately placed couplings can allow for ease in rerouting 
the system to reduce downtime. 

Unlike fl anges, which must be consistently tightened to 
avoid gasket slippage, a coupling’s nuts and bolts do not need 
to be tightened during routine maintenance. A fl ange puts vari-
able stress on the gasket, nuts and bolts, whereas a coupling 
holds the gasket in compression from the outside of the pipe 
joint. While the coupling’s bolts and nuts hold the housings 
together, the coupling holds the pipe ends together.

Like a welded or fl anged joint, rigid couplings provide a 
strong, sturdy, infl exible joint. Flexible couplings can also be 
used in other places throughout the piping system where fl ex-
ibility is needed to accommodate defl ection, thermal expansion 
and contraction, and/or seismic movement.

Grooved piping systems have been specifi ed in some of 
the world’s most demanding construction projects, including 
the Hoover Dam and the recently completed Burj Dubai—the 
world’s tallest building. 

Grooved piping is generally accepted for virtually all piping 
in underground mines and hydraulic elevators, and the pre-
ferred method for fi re protection systems and HVAC piping. 
In the industrial sector, couplings are used in specialty process 
and utility piping systems in the oil sands, power generation, oil 
production and reverse osmosis industries, among others. The 
grooved system’s use in these demanding applications speaks to 
the method’s reliability. When it comes to reducing noise and 
vibration, couplings are one solution with a host of benefi ts.

P&S
Larry Thau is the executive vice president and chief tech-
nical offi cer with Victaulic, Easton, Pennsylvania, www.
victaulic.com.

3-D model of a pump 
with fl exible couplings
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Most of us probably never notice the spinning cylinder 
mounted between the pump and motor, except how 
easy it is to dis/assemble when a pump or motor is 

changed out. Otherwise, the disc coupling never factors into 
our daily routine.

While maintenance-free couplings can be ignored for 
decades, knowledge of how a disc coupling works and how dif-
ferent designs fi t best with different applications will help in 
choosing the best coupling for the job. After all, a disc cou-
pling’s job is to protect expensive connected equipment, so it is 
essential to have the right disc coupling. 

Subtle style and design differences result in varying torque 
load capacities, misalignment compensation, ability to with-
stand shock from rough or reversing applications, service life 
and other functional parameters. 

Why a Disc Coupling?
For dozens of general industrial applications, and many special-
ized applications, a disc coupling effi ciently transmits torque, 
accommodates misalignment and compensates for end move-
ment between driving and driven equipment.

Disc couplings offer precise positioning with zero back-
lash, even in rough or reversing applications. They can transmit 
high torque loads with power effi ciencies of 99+ percent, long 
operating life (typically from 20 to 30 years), no maintenance, 

precision balance and in some units, the center spacer can cover 
long spans.

Obviously, the application dictates the requirements of the 
disc coupling, so always consult a coupling engineer to ensure 
an optimized coupling selection.

Two Styles
Disc couplings come in two basic styles: the traditional style 
and the drop-in style. Traditional disc couplings feature fi ve-
piece construction with two hubs, one spacer and two fl ex discs 
along with hardware (Figure 1). The three-piece drop-in style 
couplings have fewer parts—two hubs and a factory-assembled 
spacer unit (Figure 2).

While the traditional style has a lower initial cost, the 
drop-in style has a lower overall cost of ownership due to faster 
installation time. Because it is largely factory assembled, the 
drop-in style has fewer loose hardware items to drop and lose 
during installation. The traditional is lighter in weight, but the 
drop-in meets a higher balance class. 

Traditional style disc couplings may not be readily balance-
able and may lack good balance retention/repeatability after 
disassembly and reassembly. The drop-in is a well-balanced unit 
with piloted fi ts that ensure good balance repeatability.

Disc Couplings 101
John Malik, TB Wood’s (an Altra Industrial Motion company)

How to ensure a disc coupling is the best fi t for a given application.

Typical disc coupling 
specifi cally designed for 
process pump and general 
purpose applications. This 
all-metal disc coupling requires 
no lubrication and incorporates a 
plug-in feature to allow installation and removal 
without disturbing the pump alignment. Photo supplied by TB Wood’s.

Hub HubFlex Element Flex ElementSpacer

Hub HubFactory Assembled Spacer
Including Flex Elements

Figure 1. Traditional style, fi ve-piece coupling

Figure 2. Drop-In Style, three-piece coupling
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Design Basics
The basic functions of a fl exible coupling are to transmit 
power, accommodate misalignment and compensate for end 
movement. 

Transmit Power
Generally power loss from driver to driven component is small, 
especially with disc couplings that are nearly 100 percent effi -
cient. Torque at a speed [T (LB.IN.) = HP x 63,025/RPM] 
varies widely, of course, depending on size and design features, 
but disc couplings are typically among the most power dense of 
the fl exible couplings used in general purpose applications.

Accommodate Misalignment 
Disc couplings excel at compensating for both angular and par-
allel offset misalignments (Figure 3), and each manufacturer 
will provide specifi cations for individual units. However, disc 
couplings are not like common elastomeric coupling types 
where a single fl exing element accommodates all types of 
misalignment. 

With disc couplings, a single disc only accommodates 
angular misalignment. Double-fl exing couplings are needed to 
compensate for parallel misalignment. Double-fl ex styles are 
consequently required in all but a few special cases (Figure 4).

Compensate for End Movement 
The ability to compensate for end movement (Figure 5) is noted 
as the “free end fl oat rating” in coupling catalogs. All couplings 
are suitable for use with electric motors, but some units meet 
NEMA end-play standards for sleeve bearing motors without 
the use of limited end fl oat (LEF) devices.

While the purpose of a disc coupling is to protect con-
nected equipment, careful equipment installation will help. 
Because driving or driven equipment are often sensitive to reac-
tion forces of the coupling to misalignment, it is important to 

minimize misalignment at installation and ensure equipment 
has adequate end fl oat. Alignment benefi ts the equipment, after 
all, not the coupling. In some cases, when expected thermal 
growth of the equipment is known, the coupling is misaligned 
at installation, so it runs “hot” with little to no misalignment.

Nuts, Bolts and Discs: How It Works
With disc couplings, the bolting arrangement between the two 
outer hubs and the inner spacer is an important design fea-
ture. Three (or two, or four) holes are bolted to the driver hub, 
and an equal number are alternately bolted to the driven hub. 
Between hubs and spacers are fl ex discs, otherwise known as 
disc packs, fl ex elements, fl ex blades or fl ex packs (Figure 6). 
Whatever you call them, it is important to know that the indi-
vidual blades are not “shims” that can be removed to adjust for 
equipment spacing variations.

Torque is transmitted in tension through half of the links 
of the fl ex discs. A link is the metal area of the fl ex disc between 
the bolt holes (Figure 7). The remaining links operate in com-
pression and are generally not considered in the ratings. Which 
links are in tension versus compression is determined by the 
rotational direction. The compressed links tend to buckle under 
load, so fl ex discs are commonly “pre-stretched” at installation 
to allow the compressed sections to relax to neutral under load 
as they are compressed. 

Pre-stretching is accomplished by drilling the bolt circle 
diameter on the mating fl anges larger than the fl ex element. 
Pre-stretch, along with precision tolerances and fi ts, can make 

Compensate for End Movement

End Float

Angular Misalignment

Parallel Offset Misalignment

Figure 3. Misalignment types

Figure 5. End Float Compensation

A

A

A

A

C

B

B A

Single Flex Plane =
Angular Only

Double Flex Plane =
Angular & Parallel

Figure 4. Single and Double Flexing Couplings. In this illustra-
tion, parallel misalignment imposes angular misalignment “A” 
equally to each fl ex element in the “double hinging” effect 
shown. Angular offset “B” of either shaft applies only on one 
fl exing element and is additive to the parallel component to get 
the total misalignment “C.”
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assembly diffi cult. Unitized fl ex packs, however, are easier to 
work with, as are drop-in style factory assembled couplings. 

Bolts are the proverbial lynchpins. Most disc couplings 
designed for process pump applications use six-bolt discs for 
small to medium sizes while eight-bolt discs are typically used 
for larger sizes. 

“The starting point for any disc coupling design is the 
bolting,” said TB Wood’s Couplings Engineer Matt DeFord. 
“For optimum operation, the bolts should be sized such that, 
for normal operating conditions, drive 
through the disc and fl anges is in fric-
tion, rather than shear. 

“Driving in shear with smaller bolts 
rather than in friction can increase the 
risk of bolt failures. While it may be fi ne 
for centrifugal pumps or other smooth 
loads, these designs are not as robust for 
applications with more torque fl uctua-
tion.” Couplings designed to transmit 
torque through frictional clamping min-
imize movement between the blades in 
the fl ex disc, which minimizes fretting.

Flex Disc Styles: Straight-
Side or Scalloped?
Straight-sided and scalloped fl ex discs 
are the two most commonly used blade 
types (Figure 8). Round discs are still 
commonly used in many older coupling 
styles. Straight-sided discs are stiffer 
torsionally. With these designs, less 
pre-stretch is required than with scal-
loped designs because there is less tor-
sional windup under load. Because less 
pre-stretch is required, straight-sided 
discs are somewhat easier to assemble. 
Each is suited to particular applications, 
and stress analysis through FEA (fi nite 
element analysis) has given us useful 

tools to compare the two. 
Scalloped and profi le discs are “stress optimized” by 

removing low stressed areas of material (Figure 9). They are 
lighter and have lower stiffness; however, the edge stresses are 
greater, which requires a better edge surface fi nish to minimize 
stress concentrations where a failure could initiate.

High stresses in the midpoint on the scallop design 
require surface fi nishes achievable only through costly EDM 

Bolted to Driver Hub

Bolted to Driven Hub

Flex Element

Links in Compression Flex Element

Torque Transmission in Tension

Misalignment is
 accomodated 

through bending of 
the links between 

the bolts

Figure 6. Driver/driven hub bolt hole pattern

Figure 7. Torque/compression forces

circle 132 on card or go to psfreeinfo.com
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machining or by adding costly fi nishing operations. Stampings 
are not recommended for scalloped discs. Because of the rela-
tively high cost of EDM processing, scalloped discs are best 
suited to custom/high speed applications, rather than in low-
cost, general-purpose couplings. 

FEA analysis has shown that material can be removed from 
the area in the middle of the span between bolt holes without 
affecting the disc’s ability to handle axial (Figure 10) and angu-
lar (Figure 11) misalignment, so straight-sided and scalloped 
discs perform equally. However, straight-sided discs are better 
suited to fl uctuating and reversing loads commonly found in 
general purpose applications. Torque requirements can be a 
deciding factor in disc style selection.

Analysis shows that centrifugal stresses are lower in the 
scalloped designs (Figure 12). Centrifugal stresses can become 
signifi cant at speeds which are much higher than standard 
motor speeds, which is another reason why scalloped elements 
are preferred for custom/high speed applications. 

It is commonly thought that when scalloped discs fail, 
they fail in the center section between the bolts and not at the 
fl ex point near the bolts. In general, they do not fail this way. 
Scalloped discs offer more uniform stress distribution under 
purely torque stresses, but most of the stress in a fl ex disc is due 
to bending or misalignment. FEA analysis shows higher work-
ing stresses in the scalloped disc between and near the bolts, 
and failures should typically occur at the fl exing points near the 
bolts. Failure in the center of the disc may be more related to 
stress concentrations resulting from the manufacturing process 
than to the application conditions.

Overall, the conclusion of the stress analysis is that straight-
sided blades are a cost-effective solution for high torque, variable 
or reversing loads, which makes them suitable for the majority 
of general purpose, process pump, fan and compressor applica-
tions, as well as many critical/high performance applications. 

Scalloped blades are lighter, less stiff and appropriate 
for custom, high speed applications such as turbine-driven 
compressors.

P&S

John Malik is business unit manager for TB Wood’s/
Ameridrives/Bibby Couplings, 2000 Clovis Barker Road, San 
Marcos, TX, Phone: 512-353-4000, Fax: 512-353-4017, 
john.malik@ameridrives.com, www.ameridrives.com.

Straight Sided Scalloped

Figure 8. Common blade types

Figure 9. Torque stresses. Loading variations are dependent on appli-
cation conditions. 

Figure 10. Axial defl ection stresses. Maximum stress occurs in areas 
where the discs are wrapped around the curved element washer. 
Tensile stress on top surface; compressive stress on bottom surface. 
Mid-span and edge stress are relatively unaffected by axial mis-
alignment. Overall stress level is somewhat higher in the scalloped 
design.

Figure 11. Angular Misalignment Stresses. Maximum stress occurs 
in areas where the discs fl ex around the curved element washer. 
However, the tensile stress and compressive stress alternate as 
the coupling rotates. Mid-span and edge stress are relatively unaf-
fected by angular misalignment. Angular misalignment stress cycles 
from tension to compression once per revolution for the life of the 
coupling.

Figure 12. Centrifugal Stresses. For higher speed operation, maxi-
mum centrifugal stresses occur on the ID of both styles of disc packs 
as would be expected. While the ID stresses are generally lower with 
limited concentration levels in the scalloped disc, high stress con-
centration levels once again occur on the outer mid-link edge of the 
scalloped design. When these stresses are coupled with those of the 
torque loading condition, the need for costly edge surface fi nishing 
methods is amplifi ed.
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Thrust Bearings
Auburn Ball Bearing introduces a new 
product to their line of thrust bearings, 
the 2900 ball thrust bearing with nylon 
retainer. This metric dimension 2900 series 
is interchangeable for an industry standard bearing. Sizes range 
from 10 mm (0.394 in) to 140 mm (5.512 in) Inside Diameter 
(ID) and 26 mm (1.024 in) to 185 mm (7.283 in) Outside 
Diameter (OD). This new line is DFAR compliant and is avail-
able through a local bearing distributor. Auburn Ball Bearing is 
known for its exclusive line of “V” or “Auburn Groove” bearings. 
The bearings offer less friction, longer life, a full ball compli-
ment and greater load carrying capabilities, due to their raceway 
confi guration. Auburn also makes lines of Round Groove (RG) 
bearings and cylindrical roller thrust bearings.
Circle 201 or go to psfreeinfo.com

High Misalignment, Low Inertia Servo 
Couplings
R+W America offers the 
BKZ, a high torque, high 
misalignment, low inertia 
servo coupling, with minimal 
compromise to torsional 
stiffness. Using a special, high 
stiffness bellows and new, 
high strength connection method, the BKZ handles an average 
of 2.6x the traditional torque rating at a given outside diameter, 
and an average of 2.9x more lateral misalignment, opening up 
the benefi ts of precision bellows couplings to a new segment 
of machine design and servo motion control. Accepting bore 
diameters ranging from 15 to 60 mm and torque ratings from 
20 to 1000 Nm, the BKZ range is available in 4 sizes, with 
a variety of materials, fi nishes and the optional self-opening 
clamp system.
Circle 202 or go to psfreeinfo.com

Wear Parts, Bushings and Bearings for 
Petrochemical and Power Pumps
Greene, Tweed announces the 
expansion of its WR® high-
performance thermoplastic 
composite portfolio with its 
newest material, WR600. 
Offering almost universal 
chemical compatibility and 
extended dry run capabilities, 
WR600 expands the market’s most comprehensive portfolio of 
wear parts, bushings and bearings for petrochemical and power 
pumps. Greene, Tweed’s WR wear resistant thermoplastic com-
posites offer non-galling, non-seizing properties, allowing close 

bearing and wear ring clearances to increase effi ciency, reduce 
vibration and enhance reliability in pumps.
Circle 203 or go to psfreeinfo.com

Bearing Assessment Kit
SKF Reliability Systems offers the 
SKF Bearing Assessment Kit. It features 
measurement devices used to monitor the 
condition of bearings and lubricants in 
industrial manufacturing machines in 
one convenient package. The SKF 
Bearing Assessment Kit includes the 
SKF Machine Condition Advisor, 
which measures machine vibration signals 
and temperature simultaneously to assess bearing condition; 
the SKF Infrared Thermometer, which is a dual laser-sighted, 
non-contact instrument for long-range assessments; and the 
SKF OilCheck, which indicates changes in the condition of 
both mineral and synthetic lubricants affected by water con-
tent, fuel contamination, metallic content and oxidation.
Circle 204 or go to psfreeinfo.com

Custom Manufactured Bearings
Metallized Carbon Corporation offers 
custom manufactured Metcar® bearings 
for a wide variety of customer needs 
and specifi cations. Most journal, thrust 
and guide bearing sizes and shapes can 
be customized and supplied to meet 
user application demands, providing a 
solution for oil or grease free lubrication 
in the most challenging applications. 
To ensure the best solution, customers are encouraged to 
submit their application details to the applications engineering 
department at Metcar.
Circle 205 or go to psfreeinfo.com

Bearing Protection
Electro Static Technology 
announces that the AEGIS SGR 
Bearing Protection Ring™ can 
now be installed quickly and 
easily with conductive epoxy, 
eliminating the need to drill 
bracket holes in the motor’s end bell. For motors controlled 
by variable frequency drives, the SGR channels harmful 
motor-shaft currents away from bearings and safely to ground, 
protecting them and extending their lives for a sustainable 
“green” solution. Installation of the SGR, whether by the 
motor manufacturer or end user, takes just minutes. 
Circle 206 or go to psfreeinfo.com

P&S
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Lift stations can be diffi cult and costly to monitor, espe-
cially when the stations are located in remote areas.
Despite the challenge, collection system operators 

need to monitor lift stations to track performance and obtain 
real-time alarms on a long list of potential problems: pump 
failures, wet well overfl ow, energy consumption, vandalism, 
power failures or exceeding pump temperature or vibration 
specifi cations. 

An ideal system should provide real-time alarm and fl ow 
data to operations, maintenance and collections, so opera-
tors can ensure that the pumps are functioning properly and 
address issues as soon as they arise. In addition, an effective 
monitoring system should provide historic trend data to 
engineering and modelers, to help them understand the vari-
ables that affect station performance.

Such a system provides time-stamped event data, trend 
data, station fl ow history, pump cycle data and historical 
data on pumping rates and energy effi ciency. Site diagnostics 
are also a key element in an effective lift station monitoring 
strategy.

With so much valuable data required to keep lift sta-
tions in top working order, an economical solution is needed 
to this monitoring problem. Water utilities can indeed obtain 
a cost-effective remote monitoring system that collects infor-
mation on station operation, and provides real-time alarms 
and historic data on pump activity and performance.

This system shares data with interested parties over a 
web server or through email and SMS messages, as each 
recipient prefers. Operators can generate daily, weekly or 
monthly reports, and share longer blocks of data with third-
party software including SCADA or modeling programs. 

Remote Telemetry Units Collect 
and Send Data 
This lift station monitoring solution uses remote telemetry 
units (RTUs), which collect station data automatically at 
intervals set by the operator. The collected data are sent over 
standard wireless networks to the information management 
system at the wastewater utility’s central server. 

The best RTUs for this application allow users to choose 
the communications technology each RTU employs to send 
the data to the host server: packet switched cellular, landline 
telephone, radio or Ethernet. The RTUs should transmit the 
data either at regular intervals or on detection of a station 
alarm, which informs central operations of a problem the 
moment the issue begins.

Computing Flow 
through Wastewater 
Lift Stations
David Baginski, Telog Instruments, Inc.

A comprehensive lift station monitoring system provides 
real-time alarm and fl ow data to operations and maintenance, 
and historic trend data to engineering and modelers.

A unit monitoring a lift station
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When the data reaches the information management 
system on the host server, it can be made available to operators 
in a report format or graphical presentation on a designated 
website. This makes the information easy to access, providing 
operators with the data needed to make informed decisions 
about troubleshooting before a malfunction leads to a fl ooded 
neighborhood or rural area. Alarm notifi cations can be for-
warded by email or SMS, as the recipient prefers.

This application can be implemented at relatively low 
cost. Expenses include the price of the RTUs and installation 
of dedicated telephone landlines, if required; the use of cellular 
phone technology is signifi cantly less expensive. Choose RTUs 
that run on long-lasting batteries, to limit routine site visits to 
once a year or less. 

Event and Trend Data
Pump run times are key parameters for water utilities. Knowing 
the frequency and duration of each pump cycle can help engi-
neers see changes in the lift station’s operability, alerting utilities 
to potential wastewater increases or lift station malfunctions.

The existing SCADA methodology for monitoring pump 
run times polls the pump’s on/off intervals once per minute or 
even less frequently, limiting the usefulness of the information it 
gathers. A one-minute variance at the beginning and end of every 
cycle can skew the results signifi cantly, misleading operators into 

a false sense of security about the cycle’s regularity.
Choose RTUs that can record and time stamp each pump’s 

on/off event with one second resolution. Using this information, 
operators can compute cumulative run times and cycle times with 
greater accuracy, revealing issues quickly when conditions change. 

Other Useful Measurements
The best RTUs monitor three types of inputs: 

Analog signals including wet well level, temperature and • 
vibration

Charting pump fl ow rate on a daily basis

For more information, visit
www.savewithfl owstation.com

CONTROL
MICROSYSTEMS

FlowStation
Bigger

Savings
Pump Controller designed to 

save you up to 50% off  integration
and deployment costs.

Lower
Cost

With a convenient web and BlackberryTM 

interface for control, monitoring, and 
configuration capabilities, and an 

integrated cellular modem for SMS and 
email notifications, the SCADAPack 

FlowStation is guaranteed to put money 
back in your pocket.
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Digital alarm inputs when generators fail or water levels • 
exceed pre-set limits
Digital pulse inputs including rain gauge tip, fl owmeter • 
frequency and similar measurements

Installing sensors at the lift station for these inputs will 
maximize the usefulness of information gathered by the RTUs. 

Consider adding sensors for wet well level, pump on/off status, 
pump current draw, line pressure, temperature, vibration and 
rain levels. The RTUs can collect measurement and alarm data 
from installed programmable logic controllers (PLCs) as well. 

Lift Station Flow Algorithm 
Water utilities in hilly terrain know the challenges of monitoring 

their lift stations—especially those with 
forced mains—for potential overloads 
and breakdown situations. Flow mea-
surement methods have been restricted 
to the use of expensive magmeters, or 
to complex computations using the lift 
station algorithm to approximate the 
fl ow without a fl owmeter. Most utilities 
forego the calculations altogether.

A lift station algorithm programmed 
into the Telogers Enterprise 4.0 infor-
mation management system allows users 
to monitor lift stations effectively and 
fi nd trouble spots before they become 
backup events. This permits the system 
to gather information about the volume 
of water traveling through the sump and 
the intervals at which the pump turns on 
and off, and to calculate the fl ow with a 
high level of accuracy.

The algorithm works for stations 
with one or two pumps—but as most 
lift stations use a two-pump system, we 
will look at this confi guration. 

Under normal conditions, the two 
pumps in a station will alternate their 
operation: One pump runs fi rst, and 
the other pump runs the next time. The 
pump turns on when the water in the 
sump reaches a set level that the utility 
determines.

Remote telemetry units can moni-
tor these pumps under normal operat-
ing conditions, sending the data to the 
central server. Using this data, operators 
know how long it takes each pump to 
empty the sump of a standard volume of 
water. By monitoring the pump activity 
and knowing the volume of the sump, 
it is now possible to compute the fl ow 
through the lift station.

Here is the tricky part: While a 
pump is running, additional fl ow enters 
the sump, resulting in an increase in 
volume pumped with each operation, 
beyond the physical dimensions of just 
the sump. As the pump pulls the water 
out of the sump, we must also track 

Looking
for Useful Pump

Information?

look here first...
pump-zone.com
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the amount of new water that fl owed into the sump while the 
pump is running. The actual infl ow amount is unknown, but 
we have developed a way to estimate this additional volume in 
a reliable manner.

Think of this as if water enters the station in a garden hose, 
but leaves the station through a fi re hose. We know that the total 
outfl ow is equal to the total infl ow, but neither rate is known in 
advance. Thus, both rates must be com-
puted from the available data.

Using these parameters—the time 
it takes for the sump to fi ll, the time it 
takes for the pump to empty the sump 
and the volume of the sump—the typical 
infl ow rate can be determined based on 
observations of the pump’s behavior over 
a period of days. Knowing the infl ow 
rate, sump volume and pump run time, 
the system can determine the outfl ow, 
or how many gallons per minute the 
pump can lift from the sump. This is the 
pumping rate. Once we know the pump-
ing rate of each pump at the station, we 
can compute the total fl ow through the 
station under any condition.

The lift station algorithm can 
determine when an abnormal situation 
is in progress, revealing any problems 
with the pump while it is working in a 
stress situation. For example, the pumps 
in a lift station are usually identical, so 
if one is running more frequently than 
the other, it is an immediate clue that 
something is amiss. A change in the 
pump rate is a signal that a pump may 
need service. 

Through the RTUs, the informa-
tion management system can gather 
data about the volume of water traveling 
through the sump and the intervals at 
which the pump turns on and off, and 
calculate the fl ow with a high level of 
accuracy. This helps utilities with lift sta-
tions avoid potential pump breakdowns, 
averting backup situations before they 
happen—and replacing costly repairs 
and clean up with routine maintenance.

Conclusion
Using cost-effective tools and the 
advanced technology provided by today’s 
information management systems, water 
utilities can save time and money by 
monitoring lift stations more regularly. 
The information gathered from lift sta-
tions on a second-by-second basis can 

change the way municipalities maintain these stations, trading 
costly emergency repairs for predictable maintenance cycles and 
problem-solving within minutes of an issue emerging.

P&S

David Baginski is a software architect for Telog Instruments, 
Inc., 585-742-3000, dbaginski@telog.com, www.telog.com.
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Soft foot is one of the most prevalent condi-
tions found in rotating machinery. This con-
dition, if not corrected, makes an alignment 

job much more diffi cult and sometimes impos-
sible. If the internal alignment is not correct, the 
external alignment will not matter.

In his book, Shaft Alignment Handbook, 
noted alignment expert John Piotrowski defi nes 
soft foot as the condition “when rotating equip-
ment is set into place on its base, frame or sole 
plate, one or more than one of the ‘feet’ are not 
making good contact at the foot points of the 
frame.” More generally, the condition is caused 
when there is poor (or no) contact between the 
feet and the machine base.

Think of it this way—three points (machine 
feet in our case) defi ne a plane. When the fourth 
point, or foot, is shorter than the other three, a soft 
foot condition exists. In some cases, a measurable 
rocking of the machine will demonstrate it. This 
is called gross soft foot. It is easily discernable and 
correctable with shims. Soft foot that is not as dis-
cernable can exist and will cause alignment problems and even 
cause machine failure if not corrected.

What are the causes of soft foot? The frame can be warped 
or bent. The baseplate can be warped or bent. The founda-
tion can be uneven or damaged. Machine feet can be bent or 
broken. A combination of these issues is most likely.

Besides making alignment diffi cult, there are many reasons 
why soft foot should be corrected. Tightening down feet where 
a gap exists (using torque or tension to remove the gap) will 
cause feet to be bent and sometimes crack. This can also cause 
the machine case to warp. This condition will put undue stress 
on the shaft and upset critical clearances in both the driving 
and the driven machine—bearings, mechanical and shaft seals, 
pump wear rings, motor armature, stator gaps, etc. Any critical 
component that comes in contact with the rotation of the shaft 
can be affected.

Soft foot can cause high levels of vibration. Soft foot can 
be seen as looseness and exhibit a high 1x vibration signature. 
In later stages, if left uncorrected, it may show as mechanical 
looseness as damage to the machine occurs internally. Vibration 
can cause loosening of feet bolts, and shims can work their way 
out from under the feet. At this point, the machine can shift 
drastically. Looseness may eventually present as a high 2x line 
frequency (7,200 cpm) due to eccentric air gap.

Measuring and Correcting Soft Foot
Now that we know that soft foot is bad, we will discuss how 
to measure and correct it. Even if you have a laser alignment 
system, it is a good idea to have a couple of dial indicators, 
a good feeler gauge and a micrometer in your alignment kit. 
Bring a wire brush for cleaning shims and baseplates. A fi ne fl at 
fi le is good for removing burrs on baseplates and machine feet. 
A good set of precision shims with actual thickness markings 

Soft Foot: The First Step 
to Precision Alignment
Paul Berberian, Alignment Supplies, Inc.

A step-by-step process for measuring and correcting soft foot.

A laser alignment system will record values for you.
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for precise stacking tolerances and some good tin snips will be 
needed to reconfi gure shims. 

Make sure that shims are clean of all rust and debris, espe-
cially if existing shims are reused. The shim should be wide 
enough to support the entire machine foot. Make sure any dirt 
and debris is cleaned from under the foot—we always want 
good metal to metal contact, baseplate to shim to machine 
foot. Remember, only three to four shims should be under any 
foot. More shims than that can actually cause a type of soft foot 
called springy foot. Too many shims will start to act like a spring 
under the foot, even if the gaps are properly fi lled.

Before starting, check for gross soft foot. Loosen all of the 
bolts at the motor feet and check for any obvious rocking of 
the machine. This needs to be corrected with shims and can be 
done with a feeler gauge. Make sure to clean the shim packs and 
only use three to four shims under each foot.

Soft foot can be measured a number of ways. Always start 
any soft foot measurement with all of the bolts securely tight-
ened. As we go through the different methods, keep in mind 
that the industry standard for the maximum soft foot measure-
ment is 2 thou (mils) or .25 mm.

Dial indicators are a good method of measuring soft foot. 
Dials should be anchored to the baseplate or frame and the dial 
indicators positioned as close as possible to the bolt holes. Make 
sure the stems are touching the feet and zero set the dial.

Laser alignment tools include measurement programs for 
measuring soft foot. Read the instruction manual carefully to 
follow the proper procedure.

Now loosen and tighten each bolt, one at a time, in a 

Laser alignment tools include measurement programs for measuring 
soft foot. Read the instruction manual carefully to follow the proper 
procedure.
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systematic way to see how much 
each foot “springs” when it is 
loosened and all the other bolts 
are tight. With dial indicators, 
the best method is to place a 
dial indicator at each foot and 
measure the movement on each 
dial as you loosen and tighten 

each bolt. This will show the dynamic movement of the entire 
machine. One dial indicator can be used and moved from foot 
to foot as you loosen and tighten. Remember, 2 thou (mils) or 
.25 mm of defl ection is within tolerance. Any foot that rises 
(springs) more than that needs to be shimmed. The movement 
of the dial stem will record the spring of each foot. Write each 
movement down as you continue around the machine. This 
process is similar to the one used with a laser alignment system, 
but the laser system will record the values automatically.

Now that we have determined our measurements, we have 
to fi x the soft foot. Keep in mind that more than one foot can 
be soft and each foot needs to be corrected.

Having identifi ed the soft feet, start by removing the exist-
ing shim pack from under the foot. Clean the base and the foot 
of the machine with a wire brush, making sure to remove any 
corrosion, debris or burrs. Next, use the feeler gauge to mea-
sure under each corner of the foot, paying attention for bent or 
cracked feet. Note the gap at each corner of the foot.

Now fi ll in those gaps. They may (probably will) be 
unequal and this is where tin snips are needed. Full shims can 
be used for the base of the shim pack, but other shims will need 
to be cut to fi ll the different gaps under each corner of the feet. 
Shims can be cut and constructed to form a “stair step” under 
the foot. Shims can also be cut into L-shapes, partial Us or 
strips and be used to fi ll gaps accordingly.

Use the measurements from the feeler gauge to build the 
shim pack. Use the micrometer to measure the thickness of the 
shim pack as most shims have a tolerance factor. Do not use 
more than three to four shims under any foot.

Once the gaps are fi lled, retighten all of the hold down 
bolts. Use a diagonal pattern to tighten, from one corner to its 
diagonal opposite. Hand tighten at fi rst, then work your way 

around the machine in the same pattern, tightening each bolt 
a little more each time. Once the bolts are tight, re-measure—
loosening and tightening each bolt one at a time. Make sure 
that no foot has a defl ection of more than 2 thou (mils) or .25 
mm.

When you are confi dent soft foot is eliminated, re-tighten 
the bolts in the same pattern. Now you are ready to start your 
shaft alignment measurement.

A lot of work can go into proper soft foot correction, but 
it is worth it. Even though the shaft center lines are aligned, it 
does not mean that things are aligned internally once every-
thing is torqued down to specifi cation. Remember, the goal is 
to always make rotating equipment last as long as possible. Do 
it right the fi rst time and you will not have to do it again.

For more information on soft foot and shaft alignment, see 
John Piotrowski’s book, the Shaft Alignment Handbook, Third 
Edition.

P&S

Paul Berberian is the national sales manager for Alignment 
Supplies, Inc., 419-708-5177, pberberian@alignmentsup-
plies.com, www.alignmentsupplies.com.

Programs for measuring soft foot. Use the feeler gauge to measure under each corner 
of the foot, paying attention for bent or 
cracked feet.

A good set of precision shims with actual thickness markings for 
precise stacking tolerances and some good tin snips will be needed 
to reconfi gure shims.
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Today’s electricians are often found working in applica-
tions outside the realm of what is traditionally consid-
ered “electrical.” Through new programs sponsored by 

the IBEW-JATC training schools and others, the skill sets of 
the electrical union workforce have broadened to include auto-
mation and controls.

Nowadays many industrial electricians are just as com-
fortable troubleshooting a circuit breaker panel as a PLC 
(Programmable Logic Controller). It is becoming more 
common for electricians to work in automation applications, 
where they frequently troubleshoot the inputs and outputs 
(I/O) of control systems. 

Commercial electricians, meanwhile, are rapidly training on 
building controls, as retrofi ts and retro-commissioning become 
larger opportunities. New effi ciency upgrades double or triple 
the demand for low voltage and milliamp troubleshooting.

In 2007, the fi rst clamp meter to accurately measure mil-
liamps without breaking the circuit was introduced. It could 
simply clamp on and read down to 0 milliamps and up to 100 
milliamps. The tool saved so much time that it revolutionized 
automation and controls troubleshooting. Interestingly, electri-
cians adopted the tool in even greater numbers than industrial 
technicians. 

Now, new versions of this clamp meter have been engi-
neered with controls electricians specifi cally in mind. By incor-
porating the functions of a loop calibrator, including low volt-
age measurement and sourcing, the meters will save electricians 
even more time and vastly increase their troubleshooting capa-
bilities in both automation and controls. 

Measurement Capabilities
Where the original clamp meter measured milliamp signals, one 
new model adds milliamp sourcing, simulation and 24 V loop 
power (for testing power supplies to control loops). Another 
model further adds voltage sourcing and measurements (for 
low voltage building controls), simultaneous mA sourcing and 
measurement (for testing I/O) and mA output, to log over time 
and capture intermittent problems. 

Automation Overview
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) are the control system 
of choice for many industrial applications, ranging from water 
treatment facilities to high speed automation applications like 
bottling lines. Most PLC inputs and outputs are “ones and 
zeros” representing either the status of devices, such as a switch 
or sensor, or outputting a signal to close a switch or relay, open 
or close a valve or control a motor in a process. 

Many inputs and outputs are analog and represent a mea-
sured variable such as temperature, pressure or to what degree 
a valve is opened or closed. These measured variables are rep-
resented as inputs to the PLC using the 4 to 20 mA signal. A 
good example would be where the control system needed to 
know the position of a valve (percent open or closed). If the 
output signal from a normally closed valve is 4 mA, the con-
trol system interprets this as the valve being closed. If the valve 

Automation and Controls 
Troubleshooting
Jim Shields, Fluke Corporation

Electricians—and anyone working with automation and controls—
can benefi t from new troubleshooting tools and opportunities.
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output signal is 20 mA the control system interprets this as 
the valve being open. When the electrician is troubleshooting 
analog I/O, measuring and interpreting the 4 to 20 mA signal 
is essential. 

Building Controls Overview
While control systems are often a jumble of digital, analog and 
pneumatic controls, the analog component reliably uses either 
low voltage or milliamp loops, or sometimes both. The purpose 
is similar to the automation description above—these loops 
transmit information and instructions from sensors and devices 
to controllers upstream. 

Sensors communicate by converting their output signal 
to a 4-20 mA dc current, with 4 mA representing the sensor’s 
zero-level output and 20 mA representing the sensor’s full-scale 
output. Other systems use 1-5 V dc or 0-10 V dc circuits in a 
similar fashion. Occasionally, the 4-20 mA signal is converted to 
a 2-10 V dc signal by adding a 500 ohm resistor across the load.

Most control systems use fully-electronic, two-way, three-
way and Pressure Independently Characterized Control Valves 
(PICCVs).Variable frequency drives (VFDs) are used as stan-
dard equipment on towers, variable air volume (VAV) fans, 
pumps and chillers. 

Typical sensors include humidity and temperature trans-
mitters, CO2 sensors for indoor air quality, power meters, 
branch circuit monitors and energy meters. Field level control-
lers talk to sensors and actuators, often using 4-20 mA or 0-10 
V dc analog signals.

Troubleshooting 4 to 20 mA Input 
Output Circuits
Often the fi rst indication of a control loop problem comes 
from the operator or manufacturing manager: “I think we have 
a bad valve,” or “This control system is not responding the way 
it used to.” In either case, it is the electrician’s signal to begin 
troubleshooting.

The fi rst step is to measure the 4 to 20 mA signal, either 
by breaking the loop connecting in series with a DMM, or by 
using a mA clamp meter and verifying the loop current value. 
If the loop current measured is not as expected, there are three 
likely causes: broken/disconnected/shorted wires, a bad loop 
power supply or faulty instrumentation.

If no problem is found in the wires, use a DMM (or the 
voltage measurement function on specifi c clamp meters) to 
check the loop power supply. If the power supply shows no 
output, use the 24 V loop power function of the clamp meter 
to substitute for it; if the loop then works properly the source 
of the problem is obvious.

If the wiring and the power supply both check out, it is 
time to check the transmitter or other similar instrument in 
the control loop. With a loop calibrator, process calibrator or 
multi-function clamp-on meter, use its mA simulate mode to 
substitute for the transmitter. If the loop performs as requested, 
the problem lies with the transmitter; if not, it is elsewhere.

If a fi nal control element (valve positioner, etc.) is suspected, 

use the mA source/simulate mode on the clamp meter to feed a 
signal into it while watching the local indicator for a response.

Loop Malfunctions 
If the problem is not a dead loop but an inaccurate one, likely 
possibilities include a bad I/O card on the PLC or a bad fi nal 
control element (I/P on a valve positioner, etc.). It is usually 
best to start by doing a fi eld check of the transmitter, local or 
remote indicator or fi nal control element. 

For a fi nal control element, use a clamp-on meter to mea-
sure loop current and compare the value to the local position 
indicator on the valve or other fi nal control element. Relay that 
information to the operator or compare to the control system 
console to verify fi ndings.

In the case of a measurement loop, use the clamp meter to 
measure loop current, then check with the operator to see how 
well the value indicated on the control panel agrees with the 
actual loop current. This will give a quick check on the PLC 
I/O card that handles that particular loop. It is also possible 
to use the meter’s mA source/simulate mode to send a known 
signal to the control system; as before, compare the value as 
read by the operator or displayed on the console to the actual 
current in the loop.

Some loops show random fl uctuations or intermittent 
faults that tend not to happen while an electrician is watching. 
The solution here is to use a clamp meter with a scaled mA 
output. In this mode the meter measures the current in the 
loop without breaking the circuit, and produces an identical 
and isolated mA output. Feed that output to a DMM with a 
logging function; by allowing the DMM to record over time, 
any disturbance will be recorded.

Commissioning and 
Retro-Commissioning 
The most common process is to check each wire at the control-
ler and verify amperage. Start by using a clamp-on loop current 
meter to check each loop for current in a matter of seconds, 
without disconnecting anything. 

If a loop is not working, a multifunction clamp meter can 
also make quick work of diagnostics. If current is not present 
on some loops, proceed with classic troubleshooting: check the 
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wiring, the power supply and the control system’s I/O cards 
(by using the meter to inject a signal into the I/O, then con-
tacting the operator or referring to the console to verify the 
indication). 

If the indication agrees with what is sent, then there may 
be something amiss with the transmitter—either the transmit-
ter itself or, if this is a new installation, perhaps miswiring the 
sensor’s input to the transmitter.

Checking Loop Isolators 
Loop isolators are often used to prevent damage to sophisticated 
control systems from overvoltage conditions caused by lightning 
strikes or other voltage transients. To check a loop isolator, apply 
a mA input signal to the device and measure its 4 to 20 mA 
output using the clamp-on current measuring function. This 
two channel simultaneous source/measure method can also be 
used for valves that report their position using 4-20 mA.

Checking VFDs
Variable frequency drives (VFDs) are used to power motors, 
blowers and fans in process applications as well as conveyor sys-
tems and machine tools. Control inputs are generally voltage 
(1-5 V or 0-10V) or current (4-20 mA). A mA process clamp 
meter can feed in a signal to simulate a normal input while the 

technician observes the result. If the drive does not interpret the 
signal correctly on the display or the motor being controlled 
does not change in speed accordingly, the drive or motor would 
be suspect. 

Summary 
Today’s mA process clamp meters can save electricians and 
automation specialists a great deal of troubleshooting time. In 
some cases, the new tools replace a number of separate instru-
ments. In other cases, electricians may never have had access to 
this type of measurement before, because of the higher cost of 
most calibration tools. 

Above all, the electrician can make the measurements he 
needs to get to the root of the problem, without spending 15 
minutes going back to the shop or truck to get a specialized 
instrument. One user mentioned that “Instead of having two 
tools in your pouch, you now have one tool in your pouch for 
doing all 4-20 mA loop calibrations and troubleshooting.”

P&S
Jim Shields is a senior technical support specialist and prod-
uct manager for the process calibration group for the Fluke 
Corporation. He has worked in the fi eld of electrical, temper-
ature and pressure measurement for more than 25 years. He 
can be reached at 425-446-5315 or jim.shields@fl uke.com.
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As a public water pro-
vider, Loudon Water, a 
water and wastewater 

authority in Loudon, Va., 
must be able to supply water 
to meet the community’s 
needs. As a non-profi t organi-
zation, it needs to prevent lost 
revenue that can result when 
a pump fails or is subject to 
unplanned downtime. To 
maximize uptime and cus-
tomer satisfaction, Loudon 
Water teamed with a manufacturer of accelerometers and vibra-
tion monitoring products to install vibration sensors on four 
pumps to maximize uptime at a new pumping station.

Loudon Water chose to implement simplifi ed continu-
ous pump monitoring that interfaced with its existing SCADA 
system. Four separate motor/pump combinations at a single 
remote pumping station were chosen for monitoring. Three 
pumps were impeller between bearing pumps. The remaining 
unit was an overhung impeller pump. For maximum protec-
tion, permanently installed accelerometers were mounted on 
the inboard and outboard bearings of the motor and pump. 
Because of its broad application potential, general purpose (100 
mV/g) industrial accelerometers were chosen. The signal was 
then fed to DIN rail mountable intelligent transmitters. These 
vibration transmitters were housed in an enclosure local to the 
machine. This provided a termination point for the vibration 
signal conditioners, power supply and cables as well as a means 
of determining present condition at the machine. 

Each of the 16 general purpose sensors captures a unique 

signal from its bearing location. The sensor signal is forwarded 
to a dedicated intelligent transmitter where the time domain 
signal from the accelerometer is processed into a 4-20 mA 
signal. This 4-20 mA signal, which represents the overall vibra-
tion velocity, is then tied into the water authority’s existing 
SCADA system. The result is 24/7 online vibration monitoring 
at the pumping station with both local and remote monitor-
ing capabilities. Loudon Water chose an intelligent transmitter 
because it includes a 4-20 mA output signal for simple trending 
and a front-panel BNC connector to access the dynamic data 
when additional vibration analysis is needed.

Loudon Water had already experienced a catastrophic fail-
ure because it had no monitoring equipment on its pumps. If 
a vibration monitoring program had been in place to detect a 
failure, the water authority may have saved thousands on pump 
repair and parts replacement as well as downtime and lost rev-
enue. It implemented vibration monitoring for condition based 
maintenance as an investment in reliability to help detect and 
prevent problems and better serve customers. 

As a result of implementing this system, Loudon Water has 

Loudon Water 
Implements Vibration 
Monitoring
Tom Smith, Wilcoxon Research 

After a catastrophic pump failure, Loudon Water 
implemented continuous vibration monitoring to 
trend machine health and prevent unplanned downtime.
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maximized uptime and minimized unscheduled maintenance. 
Its belief in this system is evidenced by including continu-
ous vibration monitoring requirements into planned station 
upgrades.

P&S

Tom Smith is the vice president of sales and marketing 
for Wilcoxon Research, 20511 Seneca Meadows Parkway, 
Germantown, MD 20876, 301-330-8811, Fax: 301-
330-8873, www.wilcoxon.com, www.meggitt.com.
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What Are Your Vibration 
Monitoring Goals?

Identifying goals before starting is key to designing a pro-
cess tailored to specifi c needs. What are you hoping to 
accomplish by monitoring vibration? How would you 

like to acquire data? What are you going to do with the data? 
These important questions should be addressed before moving 
forward.

Users typically take two different paths when it comes 
to acquiring data: Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) and overall 
vibration. 

An FFT plot shows the vibration spectrum as a function 
of frequency. These plots are typically acquired via a portable 
industrial data collector or online vibration monitoring system. 
Similar to sound and noise measurement, an FFT plot allows 
the user to diagnose the source of vibration and begin the trou-
bleshooting process. 

Overall vibration is more simplistic and typically measured 
with PLC, DCS or SCADA systems that already exist in the 
plant. Simple displays can also be used. The overall vibration 
is similar to a running average and is plotted against time for 
trending purposes. This measurement indicates if vibration has 
increased over time. Trouble lurks as vibration levels increase. 
An overall vibration signal can help save on downtime by allow-
ing the user to predict impending failures and schedule mainte-
nance on plant machinery. 

Industrial Accelerometers—
The Key Specs
Analog industrial accelerometers are used with portable data 
collectors or even 24/7 online monitoring systems. They are 
capable of providing both FFT and vibration trending data.

Sensitivity
Sensitivity is one of the most important factors when selecting an 
industrial accelerometer. The “industry standard” is 100 mV/g. 
This sensitivity will cover most applications, and data collectors 
are commonly supplied with 100 mV/g accelerometers and pre-
confi gured with 100 mV/g as their default input sensitivity. 

Slow speed rotating machinery running at less than 60 
cpm may require a more sensitive accelerometer. Models mar-
keted for “low frequency” applications are typically 500 mV/g. 
An increase in sensitivity creates a trade off as measurement 
range is reduced. Vibration levels in slow speed machinery are 
low. However, the increased sensitivity and resolution are an 
acceptable trade-off versus measurement range. 

High speed machinery running at more than 60,000 cpm 
or impacting applications often use a 10 mV/g accelerometer. 

Fit, Form and Function
Of course, any accelerometer needs to be able to fi t into and survive 
the application. A common theme with industrial accelerometers 
for most every manufacturer is case isolation, hermetic sealing and 

Selecting the Best 
Industrial Vibration 
Instrumentation
Michael Scott, IMI Sensors

The features and benefi ts of certain instrumentation technologies, the 
right questions to ask a salesperson and what to know before you buy.

A vibration sensor on a pump in a water application.
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the use of stainless steel housings. Industrial accelerometers are 
meant to survive in paper mills, refi neries, steel mills, water-treat-
ment plants, etc., but there are some nuances to consider. 

Accelerometers with an integral cable are typically sub-
mersible. Be sure to pay special attention to the cable jacket’s 
material. For example, polyurethane cable can degrade in a 
caustic application. 

The industry standard for sensors with separate cables and 
connectors is to use a 2-pin MIL style connector. This rugged 
connector is threaded with an internal keyway and hermeti-
cally sealed onto the accelerometer. When paired with the right 
cable connector, these sensors work well in outdoor applica-
tions where they will be subjected to the elements. 

Low-profi le accelerometers with integral cable, also 
known as side-exit models, are popular for downhole pump 
applications. These models allow for limited clearance and 
submergibility. 

Temperature Requirements
The common IEPE industrial accelerometer has a high temper-
ature limit of 250 deg F. A quartz or ceramic sensing element is 
inside the accelerometer. This element, when subjected to vibra-
tion, outputs a unit of charge referred to as a pico-coulomb. This 
charge is then converted to a measureable voltage signal by the 
sensor’s internal amplifi er. This amplifi er will fail when subjected 

to higher temperatures. High temperature IEPE accelerometers 
are commonly available that use a military grade amplifi er to 
extend the sensor’s temperature range to ~325 deg F. 

For applications above ~325 deg F, an accelerometer design 
where the voltage amplifi er is contained inside a separate hous-
ing and installed in a cooler area must be used. Charge mode 
accelerometers are industrial accelerometers without an internal 
amplifi er. Typically sold in kits that include a high temp Tefl on 
cable and a separate charge amplifi er, these sensors are available 
to suit applications up to ~900 deg F. 

Quartz versus Ceramic Sensing Elements
Ninety percent of the industrial accelerometers on the market 
today use a ceramic element, which allows for a superior signal 
to noise ratio versus quartz. Signal resolution is better with a 
ceramic element. 

Quartz, however, is naturally piezoelectric and more stable 
versus ceramic over time. Quartz experiences less thermal shift 
in sensitivity and is recommended for applications where tem-
peratures fl uctuate. 

Overall Vibration Sensors (4-20 mA)
Most plants have PLC, DCS or SCADA systems already in 
place that interface with sensors that monitor temperature, 
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pressure, etc. Using the acquisition system already in place is a 
great way to start monitoring and trending vibration.

Overall, loop-powered vibration sensors (vibration transmit-
ters) output a 4-20 mA signal and interface directly with existing 
PLCs without the need for costly signal conditioners, power sup-
plies or monitors. These sensors use a ceramic sensing element, 
an internal amplifi er and an RMS to DC signal converter. 

Many of the same specifi cations and properties that apply 
to industrial accelerometers apply to vibration transmitters as 
well. These sensors are hermetically sealed, case isolated, contain 
internal RF and EMI protection and are made of stainless steel. 
They are submersible when supplied with an integral cable but 
are more commonly supplied with a 2-pin MIL connector. 

The most important aspect to selecting an overall vibration 
transmitter is full scale range. Models scaled in inches per second 
are most popular. It helps to have some baseline idea of typical 
vibration levels as resolution is sacrifi ced for full scale range. 

Is Hazardous Area Approval Required? 
Is the machine to be monitored located inside a hazardous area 
where gas or potentially explosive fi ne dust is present? In this 
case, a certifi ed non-arcing or sparking sensor is required. 

The nuances of the various governing agencies, approv-
als, groups and divisions are too numerous to mention in this 
article. Most sensor manufacturers offer certifi ed industrial 
accelerometers, vibration transmitters and switches. Most data 
collector manufacturers also have certifi ed acquisition systems. 

The nature of the hazardous area will determine whether or 
not an energy limiting barrier is required between power supply 
and sensor. Cases where the potential for hazard is constant typi-
cally require a barrier. Sometimes hazardous material is only pres-
ent under an abnormal condition, and in this case a barrier is not 
required if the power supply is approved through the proper gov-
erning body. Be sure to thoroughly understand hazardous area 
requirements before installing any vibration sensing device. 

Tips and Tricks
Mounting
Vibration sensors can be mounted via their supplied mounting 
stud, adhesive mounting base or magnet. Since adding weight 
to the measurement system causes the high frequency range of 
the accelerometer to decrease, the best mounting method is via 
the supplied stud. 

Temperature Output
Both analog industrial accelerometers and overall vibration sen-
sors can be supplied with an optional, additional temperature 
output allowing the user to obtain vibration and temperature 
readings from the same sensor.

Troubleshooting
Industrial accelerometers have a DC component to their output 
signal referred to as the bias voltage. Typically only the AC com-
ponent of the signal is of value because it represents machine 
vibration. However, the DC bias voltage can be measured to 

discover if the sensor is dead or the cable has electrically shorted 
out. Most portable data collectors have a function that allows 
the user to measure the bias voltage. 

Portable handheld calibrators are a popular marketplace 
tool. These devices allow the user to perform a quick calibration 
check of the accelerometer to ensure the industrial accelerome-
ter’s sensitivity is still within specifi cation. The calibrator vibrates 
at a fi xed level and frequency with the sensor mounted on top.

Cabling
The weakest link in any industrial measurement chain is cable. 
In the fi eld, cables get pulled, stepped on, climbed on, cut, 
burned, frayed, zapped, melted and fried. Cables are typically 
two-conductor, twisted, shielded pair. 

The cable’s jacket is the most critical aspect in cable selec-
tion. Polyurethane cables are the easiest to work with as they 
have the tightest bend radius and are the most fl exible. They 
are submersible and excellent for outdoor use. Tefl on cables are 
recommended for high temp or caustic applications. Armor 
jacketed cables are commonly used in cutting-tool applications 
or any scenario where the cable can easily be cut or damaged. 

Long Cable Runs
Analog IEPE industrial accelerometers and 4-20 mA loop 
powered vibration sensors are well suited for industrial applica-
tions because electrical interference does not easily affect them. 
A loop powered sensor’s 4-20 mA signal can run hundreds of 
feet to the control room without degradation. IEPE sensors 
will experience high frequency signal attenuation when travel-
ing more than 100 ft. Often the attenuation does not affect the 
frequency of interest. However, power supply current can be 
boosted to drive the signal greater distances.

Cable interface boxes and multi-pair cables can save time, 
space and money. An interface box accepts inputs from mul-
tiple sensors via a terminal strip. A multi-pair cable can then be 
connected to the terminal strip, allowing multiple channels to 
travel to the acquisition point on one cable.

P&S

Michael Scott is a Certifi ed Category II Vibration Analyst 
and an applications engineer for IMI Sensors, 3425 Walden 
Avenue, Depew, NY 14228, 800-959-4464, mscott@pcb.
com, www.imi-sensors.com.

An integral armor cable accelerometer in oil.
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Heat Transfer Technology
TESCOM® 44-5800 Series Vaporizing 
Regulator, available in steam and electric 
versions, offers an improved heat chamber 
and body design, which allows for controlling 
pressure at higher temperatures and eliminates 
moisture in your sample stream. With sur-
rounding temperatures rated up to 165 deg F 
and voltage capability up to 265 volts, the durable 44-5800 is 
designed for applications worldwide.
Circle 217 or go to psfreeinfo.com

Magnetic Level Gauge
Brooks Instrument offers the Type 810 mag-
netic level gauge. The 810 enables reliable level 
measurement of a wide assortment of liquids, 
including corrosive, toxic or hazardous liquids. 
These gauges feature sealed measurement cham-
bers constructed from stainless steel, PVC, PPH, 
PVDF or PTFE. Because the only moving part 
in contact with the fl uid is the fl oat, these instru-
ments are exceptionally rugged and durable. The 
Type 810 measured liquid level over ranges from 
1 to 20 ft, and longer with multiple sections of 
instruments if needed. It is designed to handle 
fl uid temperatures from -256 deg F to 750 deg F, 
and pressures as high as 3,480 psi. Applications 
include product tank monitoring, feed water 
heaters, condensate and separator systems, 
cryogenic gases and effl uent tanks. Many process connection 
options are available, further enhancing application fl exibility.
Circle 207 or go to psfreeinfo.com

New Analyzer Features
Myron L Company adds features to the 
Ultrameter II. It has been redesigned to 
include an LSI/hardness calculator, free 
chlorine measurements and Bluetooth® 
data transfer. The hardness calculator is 
an analyzer that generates a Langelier 
Saturation Index value useful in deter-
mining how to modify hardness, pH or 
alkalinity to achieve balanced water. The 
user can accept inferred LSI calculations 
or input known values for pH, hardness or alkalinity to allow 
the calculator to determine the LSI value precisely. The user 

can also select from grains and ppm hardness units within the 
calculator. 

ORP readings can be displayed as mV or ppm free chlo-
rine. This new feature allows the Ultrameter II to measure a 
dynamic range of sanitizer concentrations wider than that of a 
colorimetric test kit. 
Circle 208 or go to psfreeinfo.com

Vortex-Shedding Flowmeters
Universal Flow Monitors, Inc. pro-
vides the water and wastewater 
treatment industry vortex-
shedding fl owmeters for use 
in both water and wastewater 
treatment processes. Vortex-shedding 
fl owmeters include a specifi cally shaped 
obstruction to create predictable vortices directly 
related to the rate of fl ow.  They are highly repeatable, accurate 
and low cost. CoolPoint™ vortex-shedding fl owmeters in brass 
are intended for use in municipal water and wastewater treat-
ment. They are offered in pipe sizes ranging from 1/4 in to 4 in, 
providing 4-20 mA transmitter outputs for fl ow rates ranging 
from 4 gpm (15 lpm) to 600 gpm (2,270 lpm). Features include 
pulse outputs, LED digital display and user-confi gurable alarm 
set points. CoolPoint™ models in 1/2 in through 2 in pipe 
sizes are designed for fl ow consistency in dilution water applica-
tions. Consistency is provided by the meters’ high repeatability 
(±1 percent of actual fl ow) and accuracy (±2 percent of actual 
fl ow).  Using the meters to monitor water fl ow rate helps deter-
mine the correct rate for adding chemicals.
Circle 209 or go to psfreeinfo.com

Submersible Pressure Transducers
Campbell Scientifi c announces a new high-accuracy version 
of their CS450 and CS455 submersible pressure transducers. 
The new transducers 
measure pressure with 
a static accuracy within 
±0.05 percent FS over a 0 deg C to 60 deg C temperature range 
in all pressure ranges from 0 to 7.25 psig (0 to 50 kPa) to 0 to 
145 psig (0 to 1000 kPa). In the lowest pressure range, 0 to 
2.9 psig (0 to 20 kPa), static accuracy is ±0.1 percent FS. The 
CS450/CS455 can output either an SDI-12 or RS-232 signal 
interface to Campbell Scientifi c dataloggers or other recording 
devices.

The CS450 and CS455 consist of a piezoresistive sensor 

Instrumentation, Controls 
and Monitoring Solutions
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housed in a metal case. The CS450 has a 316L stainless steel 
case that can be submerged in most canals, wells, ponds, lakes 
and streams. The CS455 has a rugged titanium case that allows 
it to be used in saltwater or other corrosive environments. 
Circle 210 or go to psfreeinfo.com

Liquid Level Technology 
SJE-Rhombus® introduces next 
generation C-Level™ FLOATLESS 
technology. The accurate, simple and 
dependable C-Level™ sensor converts 
water pressure in a tank into a low-volt-
age electrical signal and sends it to the 
IFS control panel. This technology pro-
vides for constant level monitoring of 
tank applications. The compact design 
works well in tight spaces. Another 
time saving feature includes the ability 
to make adjustments at the control 
panel, not in the tank. Installer Friendly Series® (IFS) state-of-
the-art control panels offer simple operation, digital display of 
settings, reliability and even data-logging with the IFS In-Site® 
control panels.
Circle 211 or go to psfreeinfo.com

Dial Pressure Gauge
Dwyer Instruments, Inc. releases 
its new series SGC2 compact 
pressure gauge. The compact 
series SGC2 pressure gauges are an 
economical solution for monitor-
ing high-pressure applications 
where space is limited. These 1 in 
dial gauges are perfect for OEM 
applications for use on pumps, compressors and portable 
cylinders. The Series SGC2 gauges are housed in a rugged case 
and feature 1/8 in male NPT center back connection.
Circle 212 or go to psfreeinfo.com

Monitor Pressure in Sanitary 
Environments
Ashcroft® sanitary pressure 
instruments are specifi cally 
designed for the unique require-
ments of pharmaceutical, 
biotech and food processing 
applications. Constructed with 
a welded, electropolished diaphragm media isolator, these 
devices mate to industry standard Tri-Clamp® sanitary con-
nections. Rugged stainless steel sealed gauge housings allow 
Ashcroft® sanitary instruments to withstand the most severe 
cleaning methods, including chemical wash-down and high-
temperature decontamination.
Circle 213 or go to psfreeinfo.com

Ultrasonic Flowmeter
KROHNE, Inc. introduces 
its new OPTISONIC 6300 
clamp-on ultrasonic fl ow-
meter, designed for easy 
installation and high reliability in heavy industrial and hazard-
ous environments. The OPTISONIC 6300 offers performance 
capabilities that exceed those of the UFM600 T model, featuring 
improved measurement accuracy, ATEX Approval, an extended 
temperature range and the ability to handle smaller line sizes. 
The OPTISONIC 6300 also includes numerous features to aid 
installation and enhance product operations. One new feature 
is the integrated display that is fi tted in OPTISONIC 6300, 
which allows signal quality to be shown in real-time during the 
calibration of the signal transducer.
Circle 214 or go to psfreeinfo.com

Indicating Differential Pressure Switch 
Mid-West Instrument 
introduces the new Model 
121 indicating differential 
pressure switch. The switch 
is a heavy-duty version of 
the successful Model 120 
and features the rugged, 
fi eld-proven piston/housing 
design of the 120.  In addition, Model 121 has a heavy-duty 
industrial type terminal strip for either one or two switches. 
Wiring is easy with ½ in NPT conduit interface and a remov-
able cover. A variety of switching confi gurations are available 
with one or two hermetically sealed switches in SPST, SPDT 
confi guration with 240 volt, 3 W or 60 W ratings. The Model 
121 is available in aluminum or 316 S.S. pressure hous-
ing with 316 S.S. and ceramic internal parts. Safe Working 
Pressure is 6,000 psig (0 to 400 bar). 121 Models are available 
in differential pressure ranges from 0 to 5 psid (0 to .3 bar) 
to 0 to 110 psid (0 to 7 bar) with ± 2 percent accuracy.  The 
weather resistant gauge front is reinforced engineered plastic 
for corrosion resistance.
Circle 215 or go to psfreeinfo.com

Measurement and Alignment System
Pinpoint Laser Systems® 
introduces a new measuring 
and alignment system for lathes, 
turning equipment, spindles 
and related machinery. Ideal 
applications include aligning 
lathes and turning centers, 
adjusting boring mills, aligning drive shafts, adjusting barfeed-
ers and other industrial applications. This newest Microgage 
system provides information on runout, centerline offset, paral-
lelism, concentricity and other useful parameters that can guide 
machinery back to optimal alignment and improved profi ts.
Circle 216 or go to psfreeinfo.com P&S
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Last month, we looked at tight versus loose pump per-
formance. This month, we will consider additional 
factors that infl uence pump performance.

The Effects of Pump Component Wear
Pump component wear invalidates most pump-performance 
curves. In highly variable conditions, wear cannot be accu-
rately modeled or predicted. For processes that require 
tight and predictable performance over time, the solution 
is pumps that have tight performance ratios to begin with 
and are either immune to wear or can compensate for wear. 
Pumps can also be repaired to like-new condition. In doing 
this, there still remains the risk that the pump’s performance 
will degrade before the anticipated rebuild point and cause 
production issues. Repair or replacement to regain proper 
pump performance can result in high costs for rotary PD 
pumps. In other words, the pump works mechanically just 
fi ne, but needs to be repaired to regain performance, which 
can be costly. 

Loose pump performance also has associated side effects. 
These include an increased amount of shear imparted on the 
fl uid, greater power requirements 
(and reduced effi ciencies) of the 
pump and heat generation. 

Narrow Versus Wide 
Performance Band 
This is not to be confused with 
tight and loose. In fact, in many 
cases a pump with a tight perfor-
mance band gives it the ability to 
handle a wide fl ow performance 
range. The width of the pump’s 
performance band describes the 
range of speeds in which the pump 
can produce acceptable fl ow for 
the application. This is also some-
times referred to as the effective 
turn-down ratio of the pump, bor-
rowed from terminology used in 

conjunction with motors or variable speed drives. 
In Figure 8, notice the point at which the green or 

yellow pump curves are at greatest slip point and cross the 
zero/no fl ow (x axis line). These are points (A) and (B), 
respectively. These are points in which the green and yellow 
bands, representing respective pumps, begin to produce fl ow 
under the greatest slip condition possible for the process. The 
pump that starts to produce fl ow at point (A) will use the 
total range of pump speed more effectively (revolutions per 
minute) than the pump starting at point (B). 

The performance band width of a pump is also affected 
by the ability to drive the pump at low to high speeds. 
Torque requirement, gear reduction, motor cooling and vari-
able speed drive capabilities all play a part and are not in the 
scope of this article. Motor and variable speed drive capabili-
ties, for example, set lower and upper limits. 

For an actual illustration of performance band width, 
refer back to Figure 6 (see “Pump Performance Bands (Part 
One)” on www.pump-zone.com). Notice that a pump, in 
this case a typical lobe pump with a 0.153 gallon/revolution 
theoretical displacement, effectively has a narrow perfor-

mance envelope. That is because 
under an arbitrary worst condi-
tion—in this case pumping 1 cps 
(water-like viscosity) fl uid against 
75 psig—the pump only begins 
to produce fl ow at 185 rpm. This 
means that speeds between 50 
rpm to 185 rpm, which are con-
sidered good speeds for ensuring 
the long life of rotary PD pumps, 
are not available to the pumping 
process. The performance band is 
therefore narrow as it ranges from 
185 rpm (instead of 0 rpm) to the 
maximum mechanical speed capa-
bility of the pump, or some other 
process limitation like NPSHR 
versus NPSHA, or the abrasive-
ness of product. 

Pump Performance 
Bands (Part Two)
Wallace Wittkoff

Second of Two Parts

Effi ciency Matters

Figure 8
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In comparison, refer back to Figure 7 (www.pump-zone.com), which shows 
the actual performance graph of a pump with a wide performance envelope. Notice 
that under the same conditions as Figure 6—pumping 1 cps product against 75 
psig—fl ow begins to be produced at 15 rpm (instead of 185 rpm). In this case, on 
the low-RPM range, the pump in Figure 7 produces fl ow at a much wider range of 
RPMs than the pump in Figure 6. 

In most cases, pump wear further increases slip, as is the case with lobe pumps 
(see Figure 6) when new, but not with wear. If wear occurs in this pump, the man-
ufacturer-supplied performance curve no longer applies and actual performance is 
unknown, unless verifi ed in the fi eld. In Figure 6, the point at which the pump 
begins to produce fl ow under wear conditions could be even greater than 185 rpm 
and prompt repairs. 

In sharp contrast, the pump in Figure 7 compensates for wear by maintain-
ing as-new clearances. Therefore, slip does not change, and the pump performance 
remains tight with a wide range of fl ow capabilities. 

Our example application that exploits these needs—the continuous in-line 
blending process—benefi ts from pumps that have a high turn-down ratio. This is 
because the recipe to produce the fi nal product can be highly variable as far as the 
content percentage of each ingredient. In other words, the wider the fl ow rate range 
achieved by the pump, the wider the variation of recipes that can be produced with 
the system. 

Conclusion
Good fl ow control from rotary PD pumps offers options for more advanced pro-
cesses, like in-line blending, that can have far-reaching infl uence on a production 
facility’s overall capital and operating costs. Respected pump manufacturers offer 
performance curves that can be evaluated to determine if the performance band is 
comfortably suitable for the application. If not, alternative pumping technologies 
should be studied and considered. 

Most curves do not show the effects of wear on performance. Therefore, if wear 
is anticipated during the expected life span of the pumps and their parts, more sub-
jective analysis is needed. Some curves do model wear, so look for those. 

Table 1 compares different rotary PD pump technologies and how they com-
pare regarding their performance bands and other important criteria. The most 
important criteria for the process should be heavily weighted, but none of the crite-
ria cause a disqualifi cation. 

In-line blending systems are already common in the beverage industry where 
the variation of ingredient viscosities can be controlled. Finding examples of more 
complex in-line blending processes that demand pumps with tight and wide per-
formance bands is more elusive since they have been developed under proprietary 
restrictions and confi dentiality.

P&S
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Wallace Wittkoff is the global hygienic director for Pump Solutions Group 
(PSG™), Redlands, CA. He can be reached at 502-905-9169 or 
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Maintenance Minders

Lubricants for rotating machinery primarily serve to 
separate rolling and sliding contact surfaces, protect 
highly fi nished bearing surfaces from corrosion, pro-

tect against contaminants (in the case of grease) and serve as 
a heat-transfer medium (in the case of oil). An effective lubri-
cant management program—grounded in proper lubricant 
monitoring and analysis practices—can help reinforce these 
functions and, in the process, deliver vital information about 
the machinery’s condition and health.

Most notably, lubricant management programs adher-
ing to “best practices” can confi rm that the proper lubricant 
is used; prevent potential over- or under-lubrication; track 
lubricant use and waste; raise fl ags about quality (includ-
ing inorganic contamination, debris from wear or lubricant 
degradation); and contribute to the desired cleanliness of 
machines and systems. Along the way, machinery and com-
ponents can gain longer service life, unscheduled equipment 
downtime can be minimized and machine reliability can be 
maximized.

As with any predictive maintenance process, lubricant 
monitoring and analysis fundamentally satisfi es two objec-
tives: detecting a problem and diagnosing the source. In most 
cases, grease analysis will be conducted only on suspected 
contamination, when the wrong grease is potentially being 
used or when a failed component undergoes Root Cause 
Failure Analysis (RCFA).

With oil lubrication, however, routine day-to-day onsite 
inspection can tell many stories. For example, clarity and 
water contamination can be observed in a standing sample. 
Ferrous materials (fi lings, metal dust) can be detected using a 
magnet drawn up the side of a glass jar containing lubricant 
diluted with a solvent. Flow and discoloration can be noted 
in a bull’s eye sight glass. Viscosity can be monitored using 
simple in-plant tools.

For the heavier detective work involved in analyzing 
lubricants, qualifi ed labs will be enlisted to uncover sus-
pected problems and recommend remedies, based on pro-
vided samples. These labs will especially look for signs of 

machinery wear particles, contamination and lubricant and/or 
additive degradation.

Machinery wear. All machines normally experience 
inorganic contamination resulting from wear. Test and mea-
surement techniques for small wear contamination will be 
based largely on the predominant lubrication regimen.

In machines where the regimen is largely hydrodynamic 
(full fl uid fi lm) and the wearing components are nonfer-
rous bearing surfaces (such as with sleeve and pad bearings), 
Rotrode Filter Spectroscopy (RFS) would be appropriate. 
For machines with rolling element or steel gear component 
wear as the primary failure modes, direct reading ferrography 
(DR) will prove most suitable. These techniques can also be 
used periodically to measure large severe wear particles.

Lubricant contamination. Contamination can be pres-
ent in four different forms: gaseous, fl uid, semi-solid or solid. 
Selection of the analytical method for contamination ulti-
mately will depend on the machine, lubricant and operating 
environment.

Lubricant degradation. All lubricating oils contain 
additives to delay the natural degradation process. Since 
lubricants will lose their serviceability (and must be replaced) 
when required additives for an application become depleted, 
measuring the degradation process can help prevent related 
problems before they can occur.

Standard analytical methods for measuring degradation 
include increases in viscosity or changes in alkalinity and/or 
acidity. When changes in viscosity, alkalinity and/or acidity 
occur (from degradation instead of contamination), the indi-
cation is that sludge and varnish have already begun to form 
in a machine and that the oil is “overdue” for changing.

Common Tests for Oil Lubricants
When evaluating fl uid lubricants, the following common 
tests are typically among those that may be applied, either 
onsite or in the lab:

Color and appearance. Such characteristics should be 
noted as part of routine evaluation, although some oils may 

Benefi ts from Proper 
Lubricant Monitoring 
and Analysis
Brian Richards, SKF USA Inc.
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be too dark for effective appraisal. If so, the oil volume observed can be reduced to 
a constant depth for proper observation.

Viscosity. Oils found to be outside the lubricant specifi cation are always con-
sidered abnormal. However, a change within a grade can also spell trouble. Users 
should be alert for 10 percent changes from new oil.

Base number. Alkalinity values (base number) of new diesel engine oil can be 
compared to the used oil. A general rule for oil change is when the alkalinity value 
of the used oil is 50 percent of the new oil.

Acid number. Acidity varies in new unused lubricating oils, based on the con-
centration of antiwear (AW), antiscuff (EP) or rust additives. Increases above the 
new oil reference will indicate oil degradation. Lubricants with additives like ZDDP 
and EP will generally exhibit higher acidity than those containing only rust and 
oxidation additives.

Emulsion. Water separability testing is primarily used to evaluate steam tur-
bine, hydraulic and circulating oils susceptible to high water contamination.

Foam. In systems where foam is perceived to be a problem, a foam test can 
be performed to confi rm whether the lube oil is the source. If the oil is not the 
problem, attention usually shifts to other infl uencing parameters (mechanical or 
operational) to determine the source.

Sampling and Handling Methods
When lubricant samples will be sent to a lab for testing and analysis, proper sam-
pling and handling techniques at the source will make all the difference. Otherwise, 
results and conclusions may be questionable at best, or invalid at worst.

Among the recommended guidelines for ideal sampling and handling of lubri-
cants on their way to the lab:

Users should have written procedures for taking samples consistently and 
according to good maintenance practices. Samples should be taken in the same 
manner each time to allow accurate trending of oil properties.

Representative sampling can only be reliably obtained either from an agitated 
tank or a free fl owing turbulent line. (An “agitated” tank is one currently in use or 
within 25 minutes of shutdown.) A sample line should always be fl ushed before a 
sample is taken and the system should be in steady state operation. (Note: A fl uid 
sample will probably not be representative if the system fl uid is hot while the sample 
is cold, if the fl uid in the system is one color or clarity in an in-line sight glass but 
the sample is a different color or clarity, or if the fl uid viscosity of the reservoir fl uid 
is different from that of the sample when both are at the same temperature.)

Timely testing is essential to preserve the sample. Users should store samples 
away from strong light and as close to room temperature as possible. If samples are 
to be retained for extended periods of time, special arrangements should be made 
to safeguard the sample’s integrity. (This may include storing in dark amber glass 
bottles in a cool area.) Care should be taken with the sample containers (usually 

Research lab 
where lubricant 
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Maintenance Minders

supplied by the lab).
Properly marked containers should be clean. When in 

doubt, use another container or, if this is not possible, fl ush the 
container out with the fl uid to be sampled.

They should be resistant to the lubricant sample. For exam-
ple, fi re-resistant phosphate ester fl uids will dissolve certain plas-
tics, including the liner in bottle caps. If time permits, allow the 
sample to stand in the container and observe its effects to verify 
a container’s resistance. Containers should be appropriate for 
required handling. Those with leaking tops or all-glass contain-
ers improperly protected will be unsuitable for shipment.

They should be appropriate for the required analyses. 
Some plastic containers may not be acceptable for fl ash point 
testing, because volatile materials may leak through the con-
tainer walls.

Containers should either be glass or polyethylene to avoid 
material leaching when testing for wear debris.

When analysis is completed, expert data interpretation will 
prove invaluable toward understanding and resolving the root 
cause of a detected problem. Test results should be documented 
and shared with appropriate personnel. Reports should at least 
cover minimum and maximum alarm limits (when available), 
detailed analysis of wear, contamination and oil or additive 
degradation, and information identifying the machinery where 
samples were obtained.

Matching Lubricant to Application
Effective lubrication monitoring and testing as an integral part 
of an overall lubricant management program can tell much 
about machinery conditions and potential problems. The entire 
process can be undermined, however, if the correct lubricant 
for an application is not specifi ed and used at the outset.

Although it may be tempting to standardize a single 
lubricant plant-wide to increase purchasing power by buying 
in quantity, all machines operate as highly specialized rotating 
assemblies, and every asset will exhibit requirements specifi c 
to the application. Mixing greases or oil lubricant types will 
prove fatal for machinery in the long-term and often will have 
the same effect as contamination. It can be helpful to establish 
color-codes or other visual aids at machinery locations to guide 
maintenance staff in identifying the proper lubricant to use and 
avoid mix-ups and the damage they can cause.

As a summary, the above guidelines can help contribute to 
the overall success of lubricant management programs and the 
ultimate reliability of equipment in service.

P&S

Brian Richards is technical sales support manager-lubrica-
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This article is related to an earlier Sealing Sense that 
answered the question “When and how do I use API 
Flush Plan 53?” (June 2005). Now we will focus on 

the three variances of Plan 53 (see Figure 1). 

Operational Features
Plan 53 is the most commonly used auxiliary system for the 
operation of dual pressurized mechanical seals. It provides 
a clean external barrier fl uid at a constant or variable pres-
sure greater than that of the product pressure on the inner 
seal to ensure virtually zero emissions to the atmosphere. The 
mechanical seal will usually contain an internal pumping 
ring or screw that circulates the barrier fl uid through some 
type of cooling device, which is installed in close proximity 
to the pump. 

From an operational point of view, the system must 
maintain pressure above product pressure at all times. 

It must also maintain the barrier fl uid within a specifi c 
temperature range such that the seal faces operate under 
favorable lubricating conditions, typically below 150 deg F 
for most barrier fl uids. The saying “a cool seal is a happy 
seal” is true in most applications and should be considered 
during the selection and sizing process of a dual mechanical 
seal support system.

Maintenance Considerations
From a maintenance point of view, the system must allow 
for replenishment of fresh barrier fl uid without interrup-
tion of the operational requirements. The amount of clean, 

fresh barrier fl uid makeup depends on the leak rate of the 
seal faces. The refi ll frequency can be estimated or predicted 
by comparing the available volume of the reservoir with the 
anticipated leakage of the seal over time. Contact a seal OEM 
for estimated leak rates since they allow the use of barrier 
fl uid consumption as a benchmark for the performance of 
the seal and predict the need for maintenance. 

All three plans require some type of makeup system for 
barrier fl uid lost through natural leakage of the mechanical 
seal. The makeup system can be a simple hand pump (see 
Figure 2) or a more elaborate system that automatically feeds 
multiple seals. 

Barrier Fluid
The choice of the barrier fl uid is the most important consid-
eration for determining the best system. Water-based fl uids 
will dissipate heat twice as effectively as petroleum-based 
fl uids and leak rates may be much different for the same 
operating conditions. The important point is that a water-
based fl uid, i.e. 100 percent water or glycol/water mixtures, 
may be used in a smaller system as compared to oil-based 
fl uids, all other operating conditions being equal. 

Basis for Selection
Plan 53A is the simplest plan of the three; it has no moving 
parts and is easy to operate. A gas, usually nitrogen, is used 
to maintain constant pressure on the barrier fl uid in a stain-
less steel reservoir. The gas is typically sourced from a plant 
system. API 682 specifi es these systems should not be used 

Which piping plan should I choose: API 53A, 53B or 53C?

This month’s Sealing Sense was prepared by FSA Member Eric Vanhie

 From the voice of the fl uid sealing industry

SEALING SENSE

Figure 1. Overview of API Plan 53A, 53B and 53C
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above 150 psig because of the danger that 
gas absorption in the barrier fl uid may affect 
the lubricating state or regime of the sealing 
faces.

The reservoir has typical fl uid storing 
capacities between 1 and 5 gallons. Cooling 
is obtained by circulating the barrier fl uid 
over a cooling coil in the reservoir. Cooling 
water fl ow rates through the coil will vary between 1 and 3 gpm 
for the majority of applications. Cooling capacity is typically 
limited to approximately 6 kW for the larger reservoir sizes. The 
signal for barrier fl uid refi lling is normally delivered by a level 
switch in the reservoir or by visual monitoring of a level gauge.

This system is commonly used on single overhung pumps 
and only one dual seal can be operated with each system. A 
variety of highly standardized products is readily available for 
ANSI and API applications from most seal OEMs. 

In Plan 53B, the pressurizing gas does not come into 
direct contact with the barrier fl uid. Instead of the storage and 
cooling reservoir in Plan 53A, a heat exchanger (air or water-
cooled) maintains suitable temperatures for the barrier fl uid. 
A pre-charged bladder-type accumulator maintains reasonably 
constant barrier pressure. A bottle of nitrogen is used to pre-
charge the accumulator and a hand pump brings the loop to 
the desired barrier pressure. 

Since a plant nitrogen system is not required, this plan is 

suitable for remote installations where no or limited utilities 
are available. From a pressure range standpoint, Plan 53B is 
typically used for pressures between 150 and 750 psig. The size 
of the accumulator is critical since suffi cient volume compensa-
tion must be available to compensate for the barrier fl uid lost 
from normal leakage of the mechanical seal. Volume expansion 
of the barrier fl uid must be included in the selection and sizing 
process. The refi ll signal is created by a pressure switch that 
senses barrier pressure decay and notifi es the need for refi ll well 
before the product pressure is reached. Periodic checking of the 
accumulator pre-charge is necessary and manual refi lling can be 
used if the anticipated leak rates are reasonable. 

The heat exchanger allows for larger heat load dissipation 
as compared to the coil in Plan 53A, so this plan can be used for 
more severe operating conditions, i.e., API 610 overhung and 
between bearing pump applications. Air fi n coolers can be used 
if cooling water is not available or of poor quality. Plan 53B 
also offers the advantage that process leakage is fully contained 
within the system in case of a seal failure, whereas provisions 
are necessary to isolate the nitrogen system from contamination 
in Plan 53A. Plan 53B systems are not as standardized as Plan 
53A systems. 

Plan 53C is the most complex, and least standardized of 
the three. It is sometimes called a pressure boosting or pressure 
intensifying system. It contains moving parts that regulate the 
barrier pressure as a function of the pump’s product pressure. 
The moving part is a sealed piston pressurized with the pumped 
medium. On the other side of the piston, the barrier fl uid is 

Sealing Sense is produced by the Fluid Sealing Association as part of our 
commitment to industry consensus technical education for pump users, con-
tractors, distributors, OEMs and reps. As a source of technical information on 
sealing systems and devices, and in cooperation with the European Sealing 
Association, the FSA also supports development of harmonized standards in 
all areas of fl uid sealing technology. The education is provided in the public 
interest to enable a balanced assessment of the most effective solutions to pump 
systems technology issues on rational Total Life Cycle Cost (LCC) principles.

The Mechanical Seal Division of the FSA is one of six with a specifi c 
product technology focus. As part of their educational mission they develop 
publications such as the Mechanical Seal Handbook, a primer intended to 
complement the more detailed manufacturer’s documents produced by the 
member companies. This document served as the basis for joint development 
of the more comprehensive Hydraulic Institute publication: Mechanical Seals 
for Pumps: Application Guidelines. Joint FSA/ESA publications such as the Seal 
Forum, a series of case studies in pump performance, are another example as 
is the Life Cycle Cost Estimator, a web-based software tool for determination of 
pump seal total Life Cycle Costs. The Sealing Systems Matter initiative was also 
launched to support the case for choosing mechanical seals that optimize life 
cycle cost, reliability, safety and environmental compliance.

The following members of the Mechanical Seal Division sponsor this 
Sealing Sense series:

Advanced Sealing International (ASI)
Ashbridge & Roseburgh Inc.
A.W. Chesterton Co.
Daikin America, Inc.
DuPont Performance Elastomers LLC
EagleBurgmann Mechanical Seals
Flex-A-Seal, Inc.
Flowserve Flow Solutions Div. - Seal 

Group
Garlock Sealing Technologies
Greene, Tweed & Co./Palmetto, Inc.
Industrias Vago de Mexico SA de CV
John Crane
Latty International S.A.
Metallized Carbon Corp.
Morgan AM&T
Nippon Pillar Corp. of America
Scenic Precise Element Inc.
SEPCO - Sealing Equipment Products Co.
SGL Technic Polycarbon Division

Figure 2. Plan 53A hand pump for barrier fl uid
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pressurized in a hydraulic cylinder to a pressure that is higher 
than the reference or pump pressure. The difference is driven 
by the piston ratio in the cylinder. The typical input/output 
pressure ratio is 1:1.1 or about a 10 percent increase or boost. 

These systems can have an internal cooling coil or an exter-
nal cooler in the loop as in Plan 53B. With an internal coil, 
their cooling capacity is typically limited to 4 kW. The makeup 
volume is typically limited to approximately 1 gallon with a 
maximum operating pressure of roughly 1,000 psig. Plan 53C 
is typically used in applications where the pressure differential 
across the inner seal must be maintained within a narrow range. 
Use is limited to clean pumping fl uids since fi ne abrasives may 
cause the piston seal to malfunction and the system to fail due 
to lost pressure differential. Any leakage of pumped fl uid is 
contained within the system. 

The greatest benefi t of this system is that no external 
energy is required to pressurize the barrier fl uid. Plan 53C sys-
tems require periodic maintenance and, in general, are not as 
reliable as Plans 53A or B. 

Specialized Applications
Engineered seal applications, not within the scope of API 682, 
may require automatic refi ll and pressurization systems. In 
some cases fl ush systems contain an external pump mounted 
on a relatively large reservoir with instrumentation system and 

control equipment like API Plan 54. In multiple pump instal-
lations, it may be more economical to select one large common 
system for many seals rather than the one system per seal of 
Plan 53. 

Conclusion
All three API Plan 53 versions are intended to isolate the 
pumped product from the atmosphere and create a favorable 
artifi cial environment for the mechanical seal. Which of the 
three is optimal will depend on the specifi cs of the application. 
The choices of barrier fl uid and maintenance capabilities are 
fundamentally important design considerations. Differences in 
the three include cooling and pressure capability as well as fl uid 
cleanliness and energy requirements. Mechanical Seal manufac-
turers are best equipped to provide the guidance for selection 
and installation of the appropriate Plan 53 for an application’s 
requirements.

Next Month: What gasket properties are most important and 
how do I use them?

We invite your questions on sealing issues and will provide best 
efforts answers based on FSA publications. Please direct your ques-
tions to: sealingsensequestions@fl uidsealing.com.

P&S
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Q. If industry guidelines for intake design are followed, 
when is it advisable to conduct physical model tests of 
intake structures?

A.  Industry guidelines cannot always be followed. A properly 
conducted physical model study is a reliable method to iden-
tify unacceptable fl ow patterns at the pump suction for given 
sump or piping designs and to derive acceptable intake sump 
or piping designs. Considering the cost for a model study, an 
evaluation is needed to determine if a model study is required. 
A physical hydraulic model study shall be conducted for pump 
intakes with one or more of the following features:

Note:
Sump or piping geometry (bay width, bell clearances, side • 
wall angles, bottom slopes, distance from obstructions, the 
bell diameter or piping changes, etc.) that deviates from this 
design standard.
Non-uniform or non-symmetric approach fl ow to the • 
pump sump exists (e.g., intake from a signifi cant cross-fl ow, 
use of dual fl ow or drum screens or a short radius pipe bend 
near the pump suction, etc.).
The pumps have fl ows greater than 9,100 m• 3/h (40,000 
gpm) per pump or the total station fl ow with all pumps 
running would be greater than 22,700 m3/h (100,000 
gpm).
The pumps of an open bottom barrel or riser arrangement • 
have fl ows greater than 1,140 m3/h (5,000 gpm) per pump.
Proper pump operation is critical and pump repair, reme-• 
diation of a poor design and the impacts of inadequate 
performance or pump failure all together would cost more 
than 10 times the cost of a model study.

When evaluating the indirect impacts of inadequate per-
formance or pump failures, the probability of failure may be 
considered, such as by comparing the proposed intake design to 
other intakes of essentially identical design and approach fl ow 
that operate successfully. The model study shall be conducted 
by a hydraulic laboratory using personnel with experience in 
modeling pump intakes.

Adverse hydraulic conditions that can affect pump perfor-
mance include: free and sub-surface vortices, swirl approaching 
the pump impeller, fl ow separation at the pump bell and a non-
uniform axial velocity distribution at the suction.

Free-surface vortices are detrimental when their core is 

strong enough to cause a (localized) low pressure at the impel-
ler and because a vortex core implies a rotating rather than a 
radial fl ow pattern. Sub-surface vortices also have low core pres-
sures and are closer to the impeller. Strong vortex cores may 
induce fl uctuating forces on the impeller and cavitation. Sub-
surface vortices with a dry-pit suction inlet are not of concern 
if the vortex core and the associated swirling fl ow dissipate well 
before reaching the pump suction fl ange.

Pre-swirl in the fl ow entering the pump exists if a tangen-
tial component of velocity is present in addition to the axial 
component. Swirl alters the inlet velocity vector at the impel-
ler vanes, resulting in undesired changes in pump performance 
characteristics, including potential vibration.

A reasonably uniform axial velocity distribution in the suc-
tion fl ow (approaching the impeller) is assumed in the pump 
design, and non-uniformity of the axial velocity may cause 
uneven loading of the impeller and bearings.

A properly conducted physical model study can be used to 
derive remedial measures, if necessary, to alleviate these unde-
sirable fl ow conditions due to the approach upstream from 
the pump impeller. The typical hydraulic model study is not 
intended to investigate fl ow patterns induced by the pump 
itself or the fl ow patterns within the pump. The objective of a 
model study is to ensure that the fi nal sump or piping design 
generates favorable fl ow conditions at the pump inlet.

Models involving a free surface are operated using Froude 
similarity since gravity and inertial forces control the fl ow pro-
cess. Details on this can be found in HI Standard ANSI/HI 9.8, 
Pump Intake Design.

Q.  Reciprocating power pumps are usually operated at speeds 
limited by the manufacturer. What are the factors that 
contribute to this limit?

A.  Factors affecting pump maximum operating speed include 
the following:

Liquid characteristics:•  Temperature, viscosity, corrosiveness, 
compressibility, the presence of solids and the presence of 
dissolved or entrained gas
Application details:•  NPSH available, piping design and 
layout, pulsation dampeners (if any), the ambient tem-
perature, shelter, foundation, driving machinery, protective 

PUMPFAQs®
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shut-down devices used, the accessibility of factory service 
personnel, spare parts and overhaul facilities, as desired
Pump design:•  Including valve material, size and type, piston, 
diaphragm or plunger construction, the choice of packing 
and packing lubrication, if any, materials used in liquid end 
and trim, the method of driving pump and NPSHR
Type of duty:• 

Continuous duty: Eight to 24 hours per day, fully loaded º
Light duty: Three to eight hours per day, fully loaded º
Intermittent duty: Up to three hours per day, fully loaded º
Cyclical operation: ½ minute loaded out of every three  º
minutes
Maintenance level: Attended or unattended operation.  º
Skill, training and tools of operating and maintenance 
personnel.

Medium Speed Applications
Power pump speeds at or near the manufacturer’s published 
“rated” or “normal” curve include those applications when 
clean, cold liquids are involved and provide long life and eco-
nomical operation, if all important application details are care-
fully handled and regular, skilled maintenance is provided. 

Medium speed selection requires excellent piping layout, 
good environment, adequate NPSHA, periodic preventive 
maintenance and lubrication, rigidly fi xed piping, and solid 
pump and prime mover foundations or bases. It may require 
automatic safety shutdown devices, suction and discharge 
dampeners and plunger or piston rod packing lubrication.

Medium speeds may be too fast for slurries, marginal 
NPSH situations or unattended operation.

Slow Speed Applications 
Selection of an operating speed below the 
manufacturer’s “rated” or “normal” speed 
curve is often desirable when any strongly 
adverse factor is present, such as the 
following:

Abrasive liquid (slurry)• 
Hazardous liquid• 
Extreme pressure• 
Corrosive chemical• 
High viscosity• 
Unattended operation• 
Poor maintenance• 
No spare parts, or no standby pump• 
High liquid temperature• 
High ambient temperature• 
Extremely long life desired• 
High-cost downtime of related facilities• 
Extreme isolation of site• 
Radioactive liquid• 
Dissolved gas in liquid• 
Borderline suction (NPSHA) situation• 

Operation at extremely slow speeds may require supple-
mentary power end lubrication. Cooling of the power end oil 
may be necessary when hot liquids or ambients occur. Always 
consult the manufacturer when very hot or very cold liquids are 
involved. Revisions may be required in construction for these 
application types.

High Speed Applications
Selection of speed above manufacturer’s “rated” or “normal” 
curve and/or near his “maximum” or “intermittent” curve (if 
any) is sometimes merited when intermittent, attended service 
is involved. High speed selection requires close attention to all 
application details, skilled operators and proper pump design. 
A suction booster pump may be required to obtain suffi cient 
NPSHA.

High speeds imply that only optimum application factors 
are present and reduced life may occur. Some pumps are inher-
ently designed for high-speed, short duration and infrequent 
usage. All conditions of such service should be well understood 
by all parties prior to the sale. Oil well fracturing, acidizing 
and cemented plunger pumps are examples of this type of high 
speed, intermittent application.

For additional information regarding reciprocating 
pumps, see ANSI/HI 6.1-6.5, Reciprocating Power Pumps for 
Nomenclature, Defi nitions, Application, and Operation.

P&S
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users, contractors, distributors, reps and OEMs as a means of  ensuring a 

healthy dialogue on subjects of common technical concern.

HI standards are adopted in the public interest and are designed to help 

eliminate misunderstandings between the manufacturer, the purchaser and/

or the user and to assist the purchaser in selecting and obtaining the proper 

product for a particular need. 

As an ANSI approved standards developing organization, the Hydraulic 

Institute process of developing new standards or updating current standards 

requires balanced input from all members of the pump community.

We invite questions and will endeavor to provide answers based on exist-

ing HI standards and technical guidelines. Please direct your inquiries to: 

pumpquestions@pumps.org.

For more information about HI, its publications, Pump LCC Guide, 

Energy Saving Video-based education program and standards please visit: 

www.pumps.org. Also visit the new e-learning portal with a comprehensive 

course on “Centrifugal Pumps: Fundamentals, Design and Applications,” 

which can be found at: www.pumplearning.org.
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Are you laying awake at night thinking about the recent changes in bearing isolator product  

availability? Are you thinking about the price increases that seem to be strapping your facility to the 

breaking point or supply chains that just aren’t working right? 

If yes, Garlock is here to meet your needs. Since 1887, Garlock has been a stable and reliable source 

for your sealing needs. Garlock offers a global infrastructure, a world class and stable supply chain 

and offers the industry’s most effective sealing technology at affordable prices.

Let us put your mind at ease. Give us a call today!

MICRO-TEC® II ISO-GARD® GUARDIAN®

www.splitisolator.com  |  www.klozure.com  | www.microtec2.com 
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